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Those who stroll down the paths crossing the area where 
the well-known Radicchio rosso di Treviso and variegato di Ca-
stelfranco P.G.I. are grown can perceive a lot of different emo-
tions as there are a lot of different pecularities and traditions 
that our territory still preserves today; all visitors are provided 
with the traditional hospitality offered by our members. 

The territory offers natural trails and areas to discover, 
such as historical country houses, “Veneto Villas” (widespread 
along the numerous itineraries throughout the Radicchio far-
ming areas) as well as palaces and walled cities, which convey 
art and culture thanks to their churches, bell towers, old bo-
dies, altar pieces and frescoes “signed” by famous artists. 

Not least important are the several structures of the so-
called industrial archeology such as furnaces, spinning mills 
and mills which, thanks to the water flows, employed most of 
the population; these waters became the main theme as for 
the evolution and development of these lands, like our “Ra-
dicchio rosso di Treviso and variegato di Castelfranco P.G.I.”, 
symbol and glory of an entire community.  

The “Strada del Radicchio Rosso di Treviso e Varie-
gato di Castelfranco” association represents an important 
cultural and touristic promotion tool of the territory.  

The historical, cultural, artistic and natural elements, to-
gether with our cuisine delicacies, can as a matter of fact 
represent the core  of a quality offer, which is able to attract 
not only local tourists but also visitors who are looking for 
innovative proposals which are not conventional. 

This is a challenge which modernity is launching and 
which local Bodies, Associations, Producers and all  operators 
belonging to the “Strada del Radicchio Rosso di Treviso 
e Variegato di Castelfranco” intend to deal with as most 
authentic and decisive as possible.  

Natalino Salvati
President of the “Strada del Radicchio
Rosso di Treviso e Variegato di Castelfranco” association

The quality and the excellence of our typical products are 
the fruits of years of effort and labour, marked by tradition, 
love and passion of our farmers towards the land. There are 
more than 100 typical products from Treviso and the “winter 
flower” is certainly one of the most well-known and apprecia-
ted worldwide.

Veneto is the first region as for the radicchio production; 
the Radicchio rosso di Treviso and the variegato di Castelfran-
co are excellent. They both are PGI and represent the first 
type of vegetable which has been recognized by the European 
Community. 

The Province of Treviso is very keen on promoting uni-
queness, and among the taken actions it has developed eco-
museum touristic itineraries. 

Furthermore, the Radicchio route, not only represents a 
great occasion to get to know the land uniqueness and the 
product’s characteristics but it is also a way to promote our 
great enogastronomic tourism.  

“The flower that you eat” is a product which is highly lin-
ked to our territory and particularly to water, that is the Sile’s 
water; this is an example of quality and traditional agriculture 
production as well as a concrete example of vocation and the 
environmental role agriculture plays. 

A product, fruit of man’s labour, cultivated according to 
tradition and in a natural way respecting the pace of the 
land. 

Finally, I’d like to wish the “Radicchio Route” the success 
it deserves for its important contribution in promoting our 
excellences and greet the local people and tourists who I’m 
sure enjoy it. 

My invitation is to consume certified, healthy and quality 
“Made in the Province of Treviso” products.  

Leonardo Muraro 
President of the Province of Treviso

PresentatIOn PresentatIOn
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There are products and tastes - although unique - that do 
not observe the territorial and administrative borders outlined 
by mankind. 

An example is the red radicchio that although it is be-
lieved to be linked to the municipality of Treviso, where it is 
mostly grown, there are also wide-spread farming areas in the 
Province of Venice. 

Therefore, the Radicchio Route, from the March of Tre-
viso to the Veneto lagoon, through some Padua countryside 
stretches, puts together not only ideally what is considered to 
be the heart of Veneto: the old humid area ploughed by the 
River Sile, Dese, Marzenego and Zero, whose riverbed’s water 
is used to grow the radicchio, well-known worldwide.

The Radicchio Route is an occasion to discover a hidden 
wonder of our territory, the hinterland characterized by Vene-
to Villas and Roman remains. 

Therefore, the Province of Venice can’t avoid taking ad-
vantage with enthusiasm of this occasion to marry other food 
farming realities of our region and to provide visitors with the 
opportunity to match the tourism discovery of our territory 
with the unique and unforgettable taste. 

Francesca Zaccariotto
President of the Province of Venice

Among all the farm products that represent Veneto throu-
ghout Italy and the world, the radicchio is probably the pro-
duct that has mostly succeeded over the last years. 

Good, healthy, versatile, it has been the main ingredient 
of innovative and sophisticated recipes that inspire to simple 
and sober dishes since the days when cooking was the centre 
of peasants’ lifestyle  and when any kind of food was the 
precious fruit of hard work. The Radicchio rosso di Treviso and 
the variegato di Castelfranco have become business cards of 
a territory that considers the wine and food industry one of 
the major evolving segments of the touristic offers. 

The promotion of this heritage also supports all those 
factory farms which aimed at uniqueness in order to boost 
on a more and more complex and difficult market. It’s not a 
coincidence that the radicchio itineraries go through areas of 
great cultural interest and landscapes of extraordinary charm 
that become a unique proposal for all travelers seeking both 
scenarios and authentic, typical tastes of our culture. I’d like to 
dedicate this thought to the words of the writer and gastrono-
mist Bepo Maffioli, born in Padua and “adopted” by Treviso.

“From the slender gothic line - writes Maffioli speaking 
about the radicchio - the ancient soul of Veneto seems to be 
summarized: from the ancestral religious belief, deep moral 
rigidity and hope towards the skies,  up to the delicate con-
templation of nature and the pleasure to serenely enjoy it 
with an absolute simplicity which becomes a refined use of 
joys that it wisely and honestly proposes to our senses”.

Barbara Degani 
President of the Province of Padua

PresentatIOn
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First in Europe

The Radicchio Rosso di Treviso and Radicchio Varie-
gato di Castelfranco were the first to get the P.G.I. - Pro-
tected Geographical Status/Identification, quality legal 
framework defined in the European Union. 

Reg. C.E. 1263 del 01.07.1996

Radicchio Rosso di Treviso PGI - Tardivo

Radicchio Rosso di Treviso PGI - Precoce

Radicchio Variegato di Castelfranco PGI
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The Radicchio Route

During autumn starry misty evenings, when the clear 
sky and new constellations cloud our land - humid and 
full of rains and spring waters - the secular ritual of an 
offertory is repeated. Rich of substances, the fields are 
wisely cultivated and fertilized by waters which are never 
frozen; unexpected sweetness sprouts in order to give 
abundance and richness of fruits and of a flower that 
doesn’t brighten the glance of a range of colors, but is al-
ternatively sweet and bitter and then tender and crunchy 
as it experiences the first frosts of the season and this 
enriches the taste of more delicate dishes.  

The experience of farmers, a land rich of waters and 
a perfect humid climate are all elements which every 
year allow the miracle of the Red Radicchio of Treviso.

Farmers, the land and waters: all are fundamental to 
grow the sweet palatable flower.

The land is like a fertile womb which holds the seed; 
the springs and flow water - warm and fresh all seasons 
- strengthens the roots eliminating all the bitter substan-
ces inherited by garden herbs and whitens the taste of 
sugar.

Farmers patiently keep an eye on the seasons and ti-
ming, from the sowing time to the final product process, 
providing tables worldwide with a clean, aesthetically en-
joyable, gastronomically unique product. 

The territory

In the vast lagoon area that has always embraced the 
city of Venice, there are northwards constant flows, as for 
quantity and temperature, of numerous water courses. 

The morphological and geographic features of tho-
se rivers are totally unique: thoroughly regimented in 
hundred-year old impoundments, they flow through the 
open countryside from underground waters, filtered by 
the Dolomites through several geological layers, collec-
ting slowly as they come down towards the sea small 
streams, ditches, canals and clear secretions of an area 
that used to be marshy, a thin lay of fertile silt on fresh 
water lakes. 

Therefore, the rivers Sile, Dese, Zero, Marzenego and 
many other water courses recall their wellsprings in a 
well marked off area, about ten kilometers from the la-
goon, near Loreggia, Resana, Torreselle and by wedging, 
wriggling, worming and pushing themselves out to flow 
into the sea, they mark with acrobatic bends a young flat 
area created by their fertile contribution to hundred-
year-old soils.  

But the old habits of these free water courses had 
to mediate with the most skillful human presence that 
studied for the frequent springs and for the rockiest area 
northwards from the river Sile, a rational outflow system 
that could manage to develop, near the abundant water, 
an agriculture and impressive civilization. 

The Romans made a clean sweep of the previous, 
wild, native landscape thanks to the tracking of a thick 
road network and cross country cartways, as well as the 
sharing-out of funds to give to farmers and the proper 
root canal treatment of waters, respecting the average 
slant of the most remarkable courses. 

tHe rOaDtHe rOUte

Radicchio seeds

Sile river bend 



Radicchio Rosso di Treviso P.G.I.
Tardivo variety
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The Radicchio Route

A touristic and cultural 
opportunity

 
Venetian villas, protected natural and humid areas, 

medieval castles, 16th century mills, Paleoveneto settle-
ments, calm springs river courses, a skillful population 
that updates with its unfaltering identity the pride of 
Roman and Veneto farmers-soldiers that inhabited the 
area, the hospitality of the cuisine and the delicious taste 
of the land’s products….an open chest in the past that 
looks forward to being seen, lived and discovered. 

The extent and the cultural richness of the territo-
ry of the Radicchio Route enables the tourist and the 
simple curious person to freely approach these areas, 
several periods and different ways of travelling: car, bike, 
horse, canoe… After all, the cultural and environmental 
offer is so wide that it takes several days to visit the 
whole territory. 

The Radicchio Route is conveniently divided into th-
ree “car-friendly” itineraries but the thick road network, 
inherited by the Romans, lets you choose all those alter-
natives, short cuts and diversions that have always fed 
the curiosity and the sense of discovery of a tourist or 
enthusiastic visitor.

Therefore, the three itineraries split  in thousands of 
other roads…

The Radicchio Route

The project
 

The history and the geography of the territory regar-
ding the Radicchio Route identify three specific areas. 

The Sile River goes along northwards the first itine-
rary from Treviso to the springs area and beyond until 
Castelfranco Veneto and a wide area characterized by a 
widespread well-irrigated network of medieval origin. 

Next to the important historical insistences, what 
dominates is the most typical environmental aspect, 
whose main element justifies the definition of the itine-
rary:  “The water civilization from Treviso to Castelfran-
co Veneto”. 

The central part of the territory characterizes the 
most widespread area of radicchio farming. 

Including the river Sile northwards and the Muson 
Vecchio southwards, the area belongs to the agro cen-
turiation of Altino and today still configures an absolute 
agricultural, inhabited and road homogeneity. 

The itinerary starts from Casier and Preganziol, whe-
re historically the radicchio farming developed and pas-
ses Zero Branco, Scorzè and Trebaseleghe.  

Over centuries the area has kept its vocation unalte-
red for agriculture. 

“The lands of the Radicchio of Treviso” identify with 
their name the main element. 

More southwards there is the third itinerary which 
is marked off from the West by the old Aurelia road 
and from the East by a stretch of the Terraglio; it passes 
through the countryside that became well-known due 
to the extraordinary farming of the Roman centuriation 
citra Musonem, once belonging to ancient Patavium (Pa-
dua) and kept its perfect state of efficiency from the fol-
lowing Venetian presence in the hinterland.

This area therefore suggests the theme “The Veneto 
countryside from the Roman period to the Serenissima, 
Republic of Venice”. 

tHe rOUtetHe rOUte

treviso
Piazza dei signori
“radicchio
in the square”

Radicchio Rosso di Treviso PGI
Tardivo variety

Radicchio Rosso di Treviso PGI
Sheltered from frost

The tower of the Tempesta
in Noale (VE)
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The Radicchio

The origins 
 

For ages the spontaneous type called  “Cichorium Inty-
bus L.” had been present as wild chicory, but thanks to the 
hard work of selection and the improvement of its tech-
nique it has become the precious and famous Radicchio 
rosso di Treviso, which today has found its proper humus 
mirroring its perfect output.  

Historically the first certain exibit displaying the red 
radicchio of  Treviso took place on 20th December 1900, 
organized by Giuseppe Benzi, an agronomist of Lombardy 
origin, who in 1876 moved to Treviso as a teacher: not as 
clear is the whitening technique.

As far as this is concerned there are two accredited 
versions: the first and most legendary is about Francesco 
Van den Borre who arrived in Veneto from Belgium spe-
cialized in setting up parks and gardens and who is said 
to have used the widespread 
Belgian whitening technique on 
the wild radicchio. 

Although there are a lot of 
references there isn’t any cer-
tain evidence. 

According to the second 
version, during winters farmers 
tried to preserve the radicchio 
in stables and that by chance 
they noticed that the hearts 
didn’t rot and actually became 
tastier and crunchier; spring 
waters were available to keep 
them fresh and it is said that 
this is the way this new way of 
farming started.

The first version is proba-
bly strongly accredited because 
the Treviso radicchio looks like 
a flower, as Aldo Van deb Bor-
re wrote (1886-1954), son of 
Francesco, in 1924: “It’s a gar-
den herb that is a flower. 

Treviso is proud of this wonderful vegetable, which is 
fruit of its land, climate and its famous and patient people. 
There are chicories everywhere. 

But Theophrastus herbs, the Indu kasni, the red root 
of Milan, the Kaiser chicory of Berlin, the Brussels Wi-
toof, the Escorial chicory and London’s Christmas salad 
have nothing to do with the Radicchio rosso di Treviso: “If 
you look at it, it’s a smile. If you eat it it’s like paradise!” 
Or as Elio Zorzi said in the “Venetian Osterie” in 1982: 
“The Radicchio of Treviso is an edible flower; when you 
have it on your table before being dressed in the salad 
bowl it looks like a bunch of orchids in a precious china 
or as Maffioli masterfully said in his “Treviso Cuisine” in 
1983: “Red, dominant shade of dying nature, it rises in its 
growing freshness as on alabaster stems, to sing a life that 
challenges and takes advantage of the rigours of winter.”

tHe rOUtetHe rOUte

NutritioNal qualities
In addition to the aesthetic and ta-

ste features of the Radicchio there are 
also nutritional qualities: low of calori-
es, as all leaf vegetables, it is rich of 
vitamins and mineral salts (especially 
potassium, calcium and phosphorus) as 
well as an excellent fiber supplement. 

It fights against free radicals, re-
sponsible for serious irritations such 
as cancer. Good digestive properties, it 
also helps liver functioning and the se-
cretion and bile rush to the intestine. 

Raw radicchio is also recommen-
ded for diets because its crunchy thick-
ness and its volume on a dish convey 
a sense of richness as for the palate 
and the eye.

 The Radicchio of Treviso 
in an old picture
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RADICCHIO ROSSO DI TREVISO PGI - TARDIVO 
Province of treviso:  Carbonera, Casale sul Sile, Casier, 
Istrana, Mogliano Veneto, Morgano, Paese, Ponzano Vene-
to, Preganziol, Quinto di Treviso, Silea, Spresiano, Trevi-
gnano, Treviso, Vedelago, Villorba, Zero Branco.
Province of Padua:: Piombino Dese, Trebaseleghe.
Province of Venice: Martellago, Mirano, Noale, Salzano, 
Scorzè.

RADICCHIO ROSSO DI TREVISO PGI - PRECOCE
Province of treviso:  Breda di Piave, Carbonera, Casale 
sul Sile, Casier, Castelfranco Veneto, Castello di Gode-
go, Istrana, Loria, Maserada sul Piave, Mogliano Veneto, 
Monastier, Morgano, Paese, Ponzano Veneto, Preganziol, 
Quinto di Treviso, Resana, Riese Pio X, Roncade, San Bia-
gio di Callalta, Silea, Spresiano, Trevignano, Treviso, Vedela-
go, Villorba, Zenson di Piave, Zero Branco.
Province of Padua: Borgoricco, Camposanpiero, Lo-
reggia, Massanzago, Piombino Dese, Trebaseleghe.
Province of Venice: Martellago, Mirano, Noale, Salzano, 
Santa Maria di Sala, Scorzè, Spinea.

RADICCHIO VARIEGATO DI CASTELFRANCO IGP 
Province of treviso: Breda di Piave, Carbonera, Casale 
sul Sile, Casier, Castelfranco Veneto, Castello di Gode-
go, Istrana, Loria, Maserada sul Piave, Mogliano Veneto, 
Morgano, Paese, Ponzano Veneto, Preganzial, Quinto di 
Treviso, Resana, Riese Pio X, San Biagio di Collalta, Si-
lea, Spresiano, Trevignano, Treviso, Vedelago, Villorba, Zero 
Branco. 
Province of Padua: Albignasego, Battaglia Terme, Bor-
goricco, Camposanpiero, Caratura, Casalserugo, Consel-
ve, Due Carrare, Loreggia, Maserà di Padova, Massanzago, 
Monselice, Montagnana, Montegrotto Terme, Pernumia, 
Piombino Dese, Ponte San Niccolò, San Pietro Viminario, 
Trebaseleghe. 
Province of Venice: Martellago, Mira, Mirano, Noale, 
Salzano, Santa Maria di Sala, Scorzè, Spinea.

 

PrODUCtIOn areaPrODUCtIOn area

The Radicchio Route

P.G.I. - The area of production 
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tHe ItInerarYtHe ItInerarY

Loria

Piombino Dese

MEMBER MUNICIPALITIES
Casier, Castelfranco Veneto, Istrana, Loria, Martellago, Mirano, Mogliano Veneto, 
Noale, Preganziol, Quinto di Treviso, Piombino Dese, Resana, Morgano, Riese Pio 
X, Salzano, Santa Maria di Sala, Scorzè, Silea, Trebaseleghe, Vedelago, Zero Branco

The Radicchio Route

A route, three itineraries, 
thousands of emotions 

The Radicchio Route

In the heart of Europe

First itiNerarY
The water civilization from Treviso to Castelfranco 

seCoND itiNerarY
The lands of the Radicchio

tHirD itiNerarY
The Veneto countryside from the Roman period to the 
Serenissima, Republic of Venice

1
2

3

Castelfranco V.to
Treviso

Venezia
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The Radicchio Route

Environment and history  
 

The farming area of the red radicchio of Treviso is 
definitely one of the richest historical and landscape pro-
ducts of the whole Veneto flat area and probably of the 
whole Po valley. 

This is due to both the environmental pecularities 
and even more to the historical events that interested it 
and that marked more or less importantly the landscape 
and the territory. As for the environmental aspects it is 
firstly worth mentioning the Sile which is known to be 
the longest springs river of Europe. 

Its naturalistic importance lead the Region of Veneto 
to create a Regional Park. Subsequently, the whole park 
was introduced in the Nature 2000 network, as evidence 
of its significance abroad.  

tHeMatIC areastHeMatIC areas

It’s important to remember that the Sile, besides its 
certain naturalistic value, is also rich of historical and 
cultural marks such as numerous mills, boat moorings, 
towpaths along the banks which used to be used for the 
transit of oxen that pulled boats (the so-called “Burci”), 
against the tide, the milling industries which represent 
important evidence of industrial archeology. 

Besides the Sile, from a naturalistic point of view it’s 
worth recalling other water courses and some intere-
sting springs areas such as the “White Fountains” in Lan-
cenigo (Villorba) or the springs of the Storga, near the 
former psychiatric hospital in the North of Treviso, now 
site of the Provincial authority of Treviso.

River Sile
from Cendon to Casier
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It’s also important to remember that the river Piave 
delimits eastwards the farming area. 

Finally, as for the humid areas, although the marshlan-
ds that used to cover an important part of the lower 
plain have disappeared (there are still just a few along the 
Sile), the abandonment of the extractive activity in some 
clay pits  enabled to recreate similar environments from 
a naturalistic point of view (for example in Noale, Salza-
no and Martellago) whose importance lead the Region of 
Veneto to introduce it in the 2000 Nature network. 

As previously pointed out, the pecularities of this ter-
ritory is mostly due to man’s interventions which were 
carried out over years and which now determine the 
current landscape. 

The oldest archeological piece of evidence that is 
still visible on the territory is probable represented by 
the “motte” of the Castle of Godego, a walled structure 
which dates back to the Bronze Age. 

Much more extended and numerous are the remains 
of the Roman period. 

Firstly, it’s worth recalling the following streets: via 
Postumia, via Claudia Augusta and via Aurelia.

Moreover, there are at least four centuriated count-
rysides that are clearly detectable. 

The first well preserved one is the Roman trelliswork 
which is on the border between the province of Padua 
and Venice, included between the State street of the Saint 
(SS 307-the former via Aurelia that connected Padua to 
Asolo and made up the Decumano) and Mirano. 

The Musone river separated the centuriation of Pa-
dua from the one of Altino, of which only a few tracks are 
still visible along the streets. 

Finally, it’s worth recalling the cen-
turiation of Asolo which reached the 
Sile springs area and whose marks are 
still visible between Castelfranco Ve-
neto and Riese Pio X. 

Furthermore, in the North-West 
area of Treviso, there are centuria-
tion tracks of another countryside, 
that can be well identified in the area 
between Istrana, Paese and Ponzano 
Veneto. 

Middle Age pieces of evidence are also significant. 

Firstly, it’s worth recalling Castelfranco, that preser-
ves its crenellated city walls, and Noale, of which the 
Fortress of the originary castle of the Tempesta’s is pre-
sereved.

Another example of a castle, although its shapes are 
more refined as it was turned into a villa, is in the nearby 
Stigliano. Finally, it’s worth recalling the medieval towers 
in Treviso, among which one belonged to the Tempesta’s 
family from Noale (current bell tower of the Cathedral). 

Starting from the Middle Ages two initiatives started 
which deeply marked the whole territory: the spreading 
out of the irrigation and the drainage of the swampy are-
as. The most important water derivation work carried 
out in the upper plain area of Treviso was the so-called 
“Bretella”, which drew water from the Piave in Pede-
robba to then carry it, thanks to a thick canal network, 
throughout the territory between the Sile and the Mon-
tello.  The development of rural villages and the building 
of Veneto villas followed or influenced great part of the 
network structure of water adduction which both con-
tributed to develop agriculture and encouraged indu-
strial port industries (mills, trip-hammers etc.). 

As above-mentioned, in the lower plain area the 
swamps were drained; this intervention remarkably in-
creased as the Venetian nobility became more and more 
interested in agriculture. 

tHeMatIC areastHeMatIC areas

Noale
Fortress of theTempesta’s

 Treviso
Canal of the Buranelli’s
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This phenomenon is known to have occurred once 
the Mediterranean stopped being the privileged trade 
connection between the East and the West and the Se-
renissima, Republic of Venice, had more and more diffi-
culties in hindering the advance of the Ottoman Empi-
re. Therefore the Venetian patricians started to exploit 
more and more the hinterland from an economic point 
of view. Starting from the 16th century, the progressive 
widespread building of Veneto villas started which origi-
nally mainly represented a corporate center and even-
tually turned into a leisure and holiday place. 

The villas present on the radicchio farming territory 
are numerous and some very meaningful from an archi-
tectural point of view: worth mentioning are the two Pal-
ladian villas (Emo in Fanzolo, Vedelago, and Corner of the 
Queen in Vedelago), as well as the continuous display of 
patrician architecture along the Terraglio, the road which 
connects Mestre with Treviso. 

In addition to the widespread building of villas, there 
was also the creation, especially during the 19th and early 
20th centuries, of vast green areas, some of which are 
currently usable and open to the public. 

Since the 19th century, in the whole area, there were 
more and more industrial activities and some factories 
which currently represent interesting examples of indu-
strial archeology, such as the spinning mill of Salzano and 
the one of Campocroce in Mogliano Veneto. 

Last but not least it is important to recall two wor-
ship places: the first is the Noce and Vision Sanctuary in 
Camposampiero, linked to Saint Anthony’s worship; the 
second is the home of Saint Pio X in Riese Pio X, whose 
theme is linked to the small museum dedicated to the 
Saint in Salzano. 

tHeMatIC areas

Villa Emo
Architect Andrea Palladio
Fanzolo di Vedelago
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The water civilization
from Treviso to Castelfranco Veneto

itinerary
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The Radicchio route

The water civilization from 
Treviso to Castelfranco Veneto
 
The first itinerary starts from the city of Treviso. 

Our chicory is probably famous thanks to the city 
and all the events which have taken care of its visibility 
on the domestic and international markets. The radic-
chio image itself definitely depicts Piazza dei signori 
(Lords’ square) with its municipal Tower. The first Radic-
cho exhibition dates back to the 1900, organized under 
the Palazzo dei Trecento… The city is full of monuments 
and art works and the urban tourism itineraries offer is 
wide and well-structured. 

Although you can browse through the additional pa-
ges, we would like to recall Piazza dei signori (Lords’ 
square), Palazzo dei trecento, the loggia dei Cava-
lieri, the Cathedral, the Churches of san Nicolò 
which houses frescoes by Tommaso da Modena depicting 
the Dominican chapter, Santa Caterina, San Francesco, 
the Church of Santa Lucia, Santa Maria Maggiore, the 
Bailo Museum, the interesting cinquecento (16th cen-
tury) Venetian walls (le Mura) and the numerous fresco-
ed houses which give onto the main city roads. 

Draw your attention to the south-west corner of 
the city’s outskirts (viale Oberdan, then  viale Trento and 
Trieste), not far from the train and coach station: from 
here onwards, our itinerary continues with brisk turns in 
via Orleans and then via Cacciatori with the railway level 
crossing. The road, at this point around S. Maria del Sile 
flanks the Sile river for a few kilometers going through S. 
Angelo and Canizzano in order to finally get to  Quinto 
di Treviso.

In quinto di treviso you can still see some intere-
sting mill complexes (Grendene, Bordignon, Favaro and 
Rachello mills). Furthermore, in its city centre there is 
the Ciardi villa, which houses painters such as Gugliel-
mo and Beppe Ciardi.

Let’s cross, along the S.R. Noalese road, the town 
center and let’s keep an average direction towards west 
along the immediate surroundings of the Sile river. 

treviso Piazza dei signori
“radicchio in the square”
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After a few kilometers you get to S. Cristina. 

In s. Cristina there is the natural oasis of the 
Cervara mill, a wide 25 hectare area which, with the 
15 hectares of the Barbasso marsh, represents one of 
the most important humid areas of the Regional Natural 
Park of the Sile River. 

This location has always attracted people because of 
its richness of natural waters and resources; as a matter 
of fact the Cervara Mill, main access to the Oasis, was 
already operative in 1325. 

Following a long neglect period, the mill has been re-
cently restored and has become operative although just 
for study purposes. 

Within the wide grove of reeds, which covers most 
of the inner heart of the Oasis, a lot of bird species win-
ter or nest such as kingfishers, grey herons, water rails, 
little bitters, little grebes, Eurasian reed warblers, Euro-
pean penduline tits, mallards, Eurasian teals and swans. 

Where the land is drier, the grove of reeds is repla-
ced by hydric woods made up of black alders, populus 
trees, and white willow trees. 

Since the early eighties a woody area within the Oa-
sis has welcomed a great heron colony with around 200 
nests of grey herons, black crowned night herons and 
little egrets. 

You can admire a great variety of plants and flowers 
from the Botanical Garden; around 50 plant species have 
been collected and classified, some being rare and pre-
cious such as red covers and flowering rushes. 

There is an interesting natural and cultural path in 
the oasis which allows bird-watching from different pla-
ces. 

As you get through the center to a small town you 
can admire, within the parish, the precious “sacred 
Conversation” (1505) painted by lorenzo lotto.

At this point of the itinerary, passing the Church of 
Santa Cristina, you can have a glimpse at wide lands wi-
thout trees and alternatively with little populus trees. 

The directions to follow are now Morgano (via Emi-
liana, via Castellana, via San Martino), and then Badoere 
(via Ongarie and via Marconi).

The community of Badoere has developed around its 
beautiful Rotunda. In 1756 Angelo Badoer raised a ma-
nor villa, destroyed by a fire in 1920, where an original 
Rotunda was built. 

The Rotunda consists of two semi cycle arcades desi-
gned to become a permanent mar-
ket, authorized by the Serenissima 
in 1689, to trade and sell agricultu-
ral products as well as a centre of 
handicraft services. 

The complex, valuable 18th cen-
tury architecture, has a modular 
series of shops on the ground flo-
or and houses on the upper floors. 
The shop windows are particularly 
interesting as they open flapping upwards and are fixed 
and hooked to the ceiling. 

Mill oasis Cervara
Quinto di Treviso
Nature Park
of the river Sile

The Rotunda
in Badoere Morgano

Villa Lattes 
Istrana
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The market which took place between these arca-
des was represented in some of Guglielmo Ciardi’s pain-
tings.

Beyond this town, the itinerary continues along via Levada 
and passing close to the ancient small town called Pignan, you 
then get to Levada. 

Before getting to the centre you can see on the left  the 
massive noble building of villa Marcello.

Ancient 16th century origin building, villa Marcello 
was built in the 18th century. It represents one of the 
best kept examples of 18th century villas, revival symbol 
of Palladian art. 

The main body, on two floors, is marked by two ionic 
half columns in the upper part and crowned by an ele-
gant gable; the lower part, rusticated decorated, is linked 
to side Venetian open barns which frame a typical sharply 
developed geometric shape Italian garden; the surroun-
ding park is decorated with statues, fish tanks and high 
stem plants. 

The access path starts off from a prodigious gate 
surmounted by the traditional “corno ducale” (famous 
symbol of the Marcello) and continues between the two 
columns up to the entrance steps. 

The Majestic centre room, developed on two floors, 
is enhanced thanks to G.B. Crosato’s 1736 frescoes. 

Furthermore,  you can currently visit the great park. 

once you pass Levada, the itinerary continues towards 
north along via Munaron, Casacorba direction. 

on the left, several countryside roads invite the excursio-
nist to enter the area of the River Sile’s sources. 

From Casacorba’s centre, you have to look, slightly we-
stwards, for via Santa Brigida, which goes along towards south. 
on the municipal and provincial border between Vedelago 
(Tv) and Piombino Dese (Pd) a y-shaped street fork identifies 
a green background countryside road on the left: at this point, 
either walk or bike into the River Sile’s sources. 

The river rises from several small karst springs, some 
of which have been cleaned from the weed vegetation 
and available to the excursionist. 

Close to the sources, it’s quite interesting to note the 
meadow area with closed fields where the permanent 
meadows are hedged by timber trees and bushes. 

Numerous pre-roman materials have been found in 
this area. 

Quite close to Casacorba, Cavasagra offers on the 
left, villa Corner della regina, which the noble Vene-
tian Corner commissioned to build. 

In 1717 it  was restored by architect Giorgio Massari 
but was totally extended by Giovanni Miazzi in 1770 and 
then by Francesco Maria Preti. 

The three floor luxu-
rious building presents on 
its facade a Majestic Palla-
dian style arcade, suppor-
ted by four huge Doric 
order columns and which 
you access to through wide 
steps. The noble floor is 
marked by arched windows, 
perfectly symmetric to the 
upper floor’s squared ope-
nings. 

On the villa’s sides, two simple greenhouses link the 
central body and an arched Venetian open barn (Preti’s 
project envisaged the building of two symmetric Venetian 
open barns but there is no track of the left one). 

In front of the villa there is still a tree-lined road 
which divided the most important Venetian villas in four 
directions. 

Pools of resurgences
of the river Sile
in Casacorba

Villa Corner della Regina
a Cavasagra
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From the centre of Casacorba, the itinerary restarts to-
wards north (via Trento Trieste and viale Trieste) to then reach 
Fossalunga and then (through via S. Anna), via Postumia.

Consul Spurio Postumio got this historical roman 
road track built in 148 b.C. It liaised ancient Genoa with 
the Aquileia harbor and the western areas. It was a dia-
gonal route along the entire Cisalpine Gaule (Po valley) 
which was thought for military purposes where troops 
could quickly move in defense of territories that were 
more and more oppressed by the Gaulish  subalpine 
heights inhabitants. 

Briefly go along via Postumia: infact, once you see the 
directions for Barcon (via Papa Sarto), turn towards north to 
get to another Vedelago town that is Barcon.  

The ancient Venetian open barn of villa Pola stands 
in this location. 

In 1718 the Pola counts commissioned the Venetian 
architect Giorgio Massari an architectual complex ar-
ticulated around a luxurious Palladian set up villa con-
sisting of a central body which was frescoed by Gian 
Battista Canal and two Venetian open barns. Today out 
of the whole complex there is the west Venetian open 
barn only as the Pola counts, burdened of the taxes on 
the villa, decided to pull the building down around thirty 
years following it had been built. The West open barn is 
marked by ten arcades with Doric order columns and 
has been recently restored.  

From Barcon you get to Fanzolo (West direction) passing 
the countryside whose water settlement dates back to the 
15th century. 

In fact the presence of water ducts which carry the 
water of the Bretella Consortium of Penderobba 
dates back to the 15th century. 

The original concession title to get water from the 
Piave river dates back to the early 15th century and the-
refore established by the Endings of the Veneto Republic 
on the 22nd March 1436, 17th November 1446, 14th March 
1536 as well as the acknowledgement given by the Pre-
fecture of Tagliamento with order on 30th april 1811, whi-
le the water allocation in favor of each Municipality was 
handled by the Podestà of Treviso, Michele Salomonio, 
with consent on 19th March 1503 and approved with the 
Doge on 29th April 1507.  

Villa Emo 
Fanzolo di Vedelago

Internal decorations
Giovan Battista Zelotti

Frescos
Giovan Battista Zelotti
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In Fanzolo, there is one of the most remarkable ar-
chitectural monuments along the whole Radicchio Rou-
te: villa emo. Villa Emo was designed by Andrea Palladio 
who, in  1560, was charged by Leonardo Emo to plan a 
countryside residence. Palladio carried out a great com-
plex, horizontally developed and made up of the parallel-
piped shaped manor villa and two side open barns con-
sisting of eleven arcades on pillars and ending with two 
dovecotes of a low tower shape; this suggestively recalls 
the fascinating middle age towers. From an architectu-
ral point of view, villa Emo recalls the order of arcades 
and the perfect blend between the dominical body and 
the typical rustic part of villa Barbaro in Maser. On the 
ground floor the manor villa is characterized by a base 
with small squared windows and a ramp (interrupted half 
way through) which leads to a pronaos made up of four 
Tuscan order columns with a wide intercolumniation. 

The pronaos is crowned by its tympanum which is 
refined by high relieves ascribed to Alessandro Vittoria 
which reproduce the Emo’s coat of arms, held by two 
winged Victories. In this elegant complex the main the-
mes which inspired the 16th century villa architectu-
re harmoniously coexist; in other words the contrast 
between the aristocratic sobriety of the manor villa and 
the dignity without excesses of the open barns and the 
rustic outbuildings. 

After Fanzolo,  moving on towards west (via Cal di Caselle), 
you get into a territory where you can’t still see the road-lines 
of the ancient roman centuriation of Asolo and Bassano. 

you get,  in succession, to San Floriano, Molino 
di Ferro, Vallà, Riese Pio X,  Avenali and then to-
wards South to a part of the ancient via Aurelia, 
the road axis which represented the major street 
of the centuriation between the provinces of  Padoa 
and Venice.

Once you get to riese Pio X it’s worth 
visiting the home of  s. Pio X. The house was 
donated by Maria Sarto, the Pope’s sister, to the 
Municipality of Riese in 1926. It keeps house 
furnishings and fittings of the Sarto family. 

In 1935, on the south side, in occasion of 
Pio X’s birth centenary, the museum dedicated to the 
Saint was built: it keeps numerous heirlooms belonging 
to the Pontiff. 

The complex was restored in 1985 in occasion of 
Pope John Paul II’s visit and is visited by around 10.000 
people every year. 

Furthermore, in Riese Pio X there is villa eger, built 
in the middle of the 18th century, whose facades recall 
the neoclassical rules: a great artistic and architectural 
prestige work designed by architect Andrea Zorzi. 

Behind the villa there is an extended park where you 
can find a summer Arena: a beautiful 800 seat amphithe-
atre immersed in the green which not only hosts one of 
the richest and awaited summer film shows but is also 
a venue of important cultural and music events of the 
province of Treviso.  

The villa is also base of the Municipality. 

Before getting to Bella Venezia, close to Castelfranco, the 
itinerary passes the town of Castello di Godego.  

This area is well-known and historically called “prai”, 
a vast area of great landscapes and environmental inte-
rest characterized by broad extended meadow areas de-
limited by ditches with differently hedged sides. 

In the “prai” area there are some nature trails where 
you can visit this interesting part of the Treviso country-
side; due to its environmental pecularities it was included 
in Natura 2000. 

In the centre of Castello di Godego, towards west, 
Villa Martini and Villa Priuli are definitely worth visiting.

Villa Martini, known as “villa di Godego”, is a many-
sided place, belonging to several periods from the 15th to 
18th centuries. Native house S. Pio X 

Riese Pio X

Barchessa - Villa Eger
Riese Pio X
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The villa is orthogonally placed with reference to via 
Marconi and has its 18th century part overlooking the 
road. Around the middle of the 18th century  it was built 
by architect Maria Preti who carried out a building with 
simple and classic lines. The villa’s oratory is particularly 
lovely, dating back to the 18th century, and which more 
modestly repeats the representative façade. The archi-
tectural complex is totally surrounded by walls and in-
cludes a big park with a pond. 

Villa Priuli is what is left of a great villa-castle com-
plex which extended up to the Municipality’s square. The 
central body, called “il palazzon”, entirely frescoed by Pa-
ola Piazza, was pulled down around the middle of the 
18th century. 

Currently, the remaining building presents three fa-
cades decorated with stone baroque balconies and with 
three big arched portals which lead to the original T-sha-
ped room on the upper floor. 

Up to 1974 the villa was surrounded by a wall and 
minor buildings such as a 16th century frescoed open 
barn and a 15th century bakery. Currently the building is 
the Municipality’s Library. 

After Bella Venezia, the itinerary definitely goes through  
and ends in Castelfranco Veneto.

Castelfranco is still surrounded by the beautiful 
crenellated walls. the castle which englobes the origi-
nal inhabited area was built from 1195 to 1199 as milita-
ry-administrative out post of the city of Treviso. 

The walls are totally 930 meters long and still sur-
round 6 out of the 8 original towers. 

Among the four doors, the best kept is pointed to-
wards Treviso with a clock and a lion of St Mark. 

All the city walls are surrounded by a ditch whose 
waters come from the Musone. 

Within the village, which is enti-
rely worth visiting, one of the first 
places to recall is Casa Pellizzari. 

The building, generally known as 
the House of Giorgione, hosts on 
the first floor a frieze which can qui-
te certainly be attributed to the gre-
at artist. The work, full of allegoric 
meanings, is a monochrome brown-
ochre fresco which alternatively 
depicts, in an apparently invented 
sequence, objects relative to arts, 
sciences and professions as well as 
latin sayings from the Bible and the 
Bellum Catilinae of Sallustio. The alle-
goric allusions have fostered nume-
rous interpretations over centuries. 

Among these the most recogni-
zed has as freize main theme, the caducity of human life 
and the excitement of fame and virtue through Liberal 
Arts.  

Near the House of Giorgione there is the Cathe-
dral. The current building stands in lieu of the roman 
“inside Church” and was built by at the time young archi-
tect Francesco Maria Preti in 1723. Interiorly the archi-
tect applied the proportional harmonic average theory; 
infact, the height of its nave and aisles is a harmonic ave-
rage between its length and width. In April 1746 the Ca-
thedral became place of worship that is when the dome 
and the atrium designed by Preti had not been built yet. 
Around 1892 the façade, work of engineer Pio Finazzi, 
was added. 

The church, with a single nave and side chapels, is 
inspired as for the setting of spaces and some architec-
tural features, to the Redentore Church, built by Palladio 
in Venice.  

However what mostly marks and enhances the Ca-
thedral is that it keeps and hosts, on the right of the 
presbytery, the “Pala del Giorgione” (Castelfranco 
Madonna), art work commissioned to the painter by the 
leader of mercenaries Tuzio Cosatnzo in remembrance 
of his son Matteo, soldier of the Veneto Republic who 
passed away in battle. 

Pala del Giorgione 
Castelfranco Veneto

City walls
Castelfranco Veneto
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Besides the famous altar piece the Cathedral hosts 
further remarkable artworks of Palma il Giovane, Paolo 
Piazza, Giovanni Battista Ponchini and Giuseppe Bernardi 
called il Torretto. In the Sacristy you can also admire se-
ven fragments of frescoes that Veronese painted for villa 
Soranzo in Treville, destroyed in the early 19th century 
and remarkable paintings of  Palma il Giovane and Jacopo 
da Bassano.The centre and immediate surroundings are 
enriched thanks to further monuments of great interest. 

From 23rd April 1493 to the early 19th century the 
Mount of Piety hosted the offices and stored the pawns 
of Mount of Piety in Castelfranco, situated in front of to-

day’s Municipality, back then already Pa-
lace of the Venetian Podestà. At the end 
of the 18th century, the old structure of 
the Mount was already ruined and not 
very safe. At the beginning of the 19th 
century a new base of the Mount was 
identified. Embellished with 16th centu-
ry frescoed gravestones and zones it is 
today the new municipal library.  

Between 1754 and 1780 the acca-
demic theatre was built by architect 
Francesco Maria Preti, except for the 
atrium and the facade which were ad-
ded between 1853 and 1858 by engi-
neer Antonio Barea who interiorly re-
decorated the theatre for opera plays. 
The architectural originality of the the-
atre consists of being both a theatre 

room for evening shows and a classroom for daily mee-
tings of Accademics. In the building plan Preti applies the 

proportional harmonic average maths 
rule which grants excellent acoustics. 
Interiorly, between the forestage and 
the semi cycle, there are two great log-
gias supported by Corinthian order co-
lumns whose windowed back wall lets 
a lot of light in. Towards mid 19th cen-
tury the theatre went through several 
changes and was entirely redecorated. 
Villa revedin-Bolasco is made up of 
a great L-shaped body whose eastern 
front overlooks the grand park. 

The great complex, requested by a 

Academic Theatre
Castelfranco Veneto

Villa Revedin-Bolasco, the stables
Castelfranco Veneto

Villa Revedin-Bolasco
Castelfranco Veneto

The “rose of Castelfranco”

The water civilization from Treviso to Castelfranco Veneto

nephew of Caterina Cornaro, was built in the 17th centu-
ry by Vincenzo Scamozzi, which designed two twin buil-
dings called “del Paradiso” and a big baroque park. In the 
19th century the Revedin’s, new owners of the complex, 
commissioned Giovanni Battista Meduna to redesign ac-
cording to the romantic taste of the period both the 
residence and the great garden, which was then ended 
by Antonio Negrin. 

The latter was then turned into a beautiful English 
park with a pond. Subsequently several buildings were 
built such as a Moresque style greenhouse and an out-
door theatre (used as a riding track), surrounded by ba-
roque statues, Orazio Marinali works, belonging to the 
previous garden designed by Scamozzi.   

The complex, which the University of Padoa inheri-
ted from the last owners, the Bolasco’s, is worth more 
enhancement. An association of voluntary guides allows 
you to visit the beautiful park and stables. The villa is in-
tended to become base of the 1st level degree in Science 
and culture of gastronomy and catering. 
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The Radicchio route

The lands of 
Treviso’s Radicchio
 

The second itinerary starts from Castelfranco Veneto. you 
get out of the historical centre of the town towards south, 
along the so-called “Saint” road (Resana, Loreggia, Campo-
sampiero, Padoa direction) to then divert after around a ki-
lometre towards Campigo, San Marco di Resana, Caltelminio 
(via De Amicis, via Larga, via Montegrappa).  The route enters 
an area where lovely landscapes remain. 

Slightly west from the centre of the small town of 
Castelminio, there is a historical interesting settlement. 
It is an ancient “motta”, that is manufactured land con-
sisting of a 7-8 metres high hill southwards surrounded 
by a still visible embankment. 

This kind of settlement, studied by medieval archeo-
logy, represents a typical example of “Motte and Bailey”, 
that is a historical inhabited place which built power in-
stitutions ruling the territory on the top of the hill and 
civil homes underneath within the embankment. 

The location, famous for its medieval archeology, do-
esn’t hide interests and studies of a more ancient time.

 

From Castelminio we get to through via della Croce the 
sothwards Provincial road; then we turn left and after around 
a hundred metres we take, on the right, via Molinella which 
shortly leads us to Piombino Dese. 

 In the town centre, there is the noble villa Cornaro 
designed by andrea Palladio for the Venetian homo-
nym family in 1553.  

Still incomplete in 1582, the building was enriched 
with an upper “loggiato” in 1596 and in 1613 a project 
design only represented its definite arrangement.  

Perhaps the lack of a harmonic connection between 
the parts of this Palladian architecture is due to the dif-
ferent stratified building stages. 

It was meant to be a countryside residence and is 
characterized by two overlapped noble floors as this was 
a typical feature of city palaces. 

The main facade, lined with other houses, is part of 
the road it overlooks. The 18th century villas stood out 
for this reason and marked the typical “royal autonomy” 
of Palladian villas. The centre body consists of a cubic 
compact block, lined with windowed rectangular bodies 
which lean out from the main body with two small wings 
on the upper facade. A hexastyle pronaos with double 
order of Ionic and Corinthian columns is on the mirror 
main facades.  A staircase with four flights of stairs having 
three steps each leads to the entrance. The Ionic order 
trabeation surrounds the whole building. 

Villa Cornaro
Piombino Dese (PD)

Ancient “motta”
Castelminio (TV)
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The interior is developed on two floors around a 
squared centre room which goes through the building 
leading to several spaces, enriched with a cycle of 18th 
century frescoes of Mattia Bortoloni; sculptures of Ca-
millo Mariani decorate the reception room on the first 
floor with natural size statues of the Cornaro family 
members. 

The Park with a fish tank is also quite interesting as 
it surrounds the villa and the arched terracotta bridge 
on the water mirror. Villa Cornaro represented one of 
the most English and American “Palladianism” imitated 
models of the 18th century. 

From Piombino Dese there is the start of what can be 
considered the central axis of Treviso’s Radicchio route as you 
pass the mostly productive areas. 

The road moves on towards east taking firstly the Re-
gional road Castellana, secondly via Albare leading to Silvelle 
and finally  (Via Montello, via Ramo Silvelle and via Ramo S. 
Ambrogio) to S. Ambrogio, hamlet of Trebaseleghe. 

From this point, let’s take southwards the main street of 
the town, which can be left after around a kilometer towards 
left (via Ponte Nuovo). 

With an average direction towards East, 
the itinerary  takes us to Rio S. Martino, 
where the important radicchio festival ta-
kes place. 

From here, leaving the itinerary towards 
south for around 1.5 kilometres we can get 
to the centre of Scorzè and its main mo-
nument, villa Soranzo-Conestabile. 

The certain building date of villa 
Soranzo-Conestabile is not known but 
the central core was built on behalf of 
the Soranzo family probably around the 

end of the 16th century. In the end of the 19th century 
countess Alba Mocenigo married count Antonio Cone-
stabile della Staffa and since then the villa has had this 
name. In the middle of the 18th century the villa was ex-
tended thanks to architect Andrea Zorzi, whose project 
left the primary style of the 16th century villa and who 
drew his inspiration from simple and neoclassic elegant 
lines. The entirely 16th century style central body keeps 
frescoes from the school of Veronese. 

The façade of the villa shows a 18th century building 
on two floors with a harmonic front on top of which 
there is a tympanum surmounted by three statues depic-
ting Far-sightedness, Power and Affluence. 

The villa is surrounded by an English park, work of 
Venetian architect Giuseppe Japelli which extends for 
around two hectares and a half. A recent plant census 
found out that the arboreal heritage of the park is made 
up of around 1400 samples including hundred-year-old 
magnolias, lime trees, plane trees, horse chestnuts and 
oaks. Since 1965 the villa and the park, owned by the 
Martinelli family, have been an elegant hotel facility.  

Back to Rio San Martino, you move on towards west along 
via Gallese in the direction of Zero Branco, passing one of the 
most widely spread areas as for the cultivation of Treviso’s 
Red Radicchio, which can easily be appreciated and spotted 
in the countryside because of the reddish-brown color of the 
heads. Therefore you get to Zero Branco whose centre is 
worth a short stop.

The centre of Zero Branco is embellished by the Pa-
lazzo degli offi ora sagramora. 

The building, particularly undamaged and well-kept is 
a beautiful piece of evidence of the 14th century gothic 
style, apparent thanks to the five ground floor ogival ar-
ches which open onto the back arcade. 

The façade still has evidence of the 
original decorations. 

Over centuries the building hosted a 
religious confraternity and was used as a 
hospice for pilgrims. Near Zero Branco 
there is villa Guidini, made up of a Ve-
neto villa from the 17th century commis-
sioned by the Dente family, and a broad 
park rich of hundred-year-old and rare 
plants. 

The villa is the operative site of Tre-
viso’s and Castelfranco’s Red and Variegato Radicchio 
Route and of the Consortium safeguarding the above-
mentioned types of Radicchio. 

From the centre of this town you move on averagely to-
wards east (via Primo Maggio, via Sambughè) which shortly 
leads us to Sambughè and then Preganziol. The centre, cros-
sed by the Terraglio, is embellished, northwards and south-
wards, with numerous Veneto villas, many of which are though 
not open to the public.

Villa Soranzo-Conestabile
Scorzè (VE)

Villa Guidini
Zero Branco (TV)

Artigianato locale
Rio San Martino (VE)

Artigianato locale
Rio San Martino (VE)
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Around 1930 famous explorer Raimondo Franchetti 
planted in the park a lot of exotic arboreal species co-
ming from all his travels and created in one of the open 
barns a museum with souvenirs of his explorations in 
Asia and Africa. 

Between the 18th and 19th century the villa was very 
famous as it gathered a cultural club, chaired by charming 
isabella teotochi albrizzi, who gathered the most 
outstanding personalities of art and literature throu-
ghout the world: among these there were ippolito Pin-
demonte (who had a long love story with her and sang 
about it calling her Temira), Ugo Foscolo (who loved her 
when he was young and was a friend of hers forever) and 
antonio Canova, her grand and gossiped passion.

Villa taverna (already Palazzi-Valier). It was bu-
ilt in 1720, according to a drawing of a student of archi-
tect Frigimelica. The main building, on three floors having 
a Venetian outline, has been externally extended. It con-
sists of two back open barns linked to the villa through 
a corridor.  In the middle of the garden there is a pool 
decorated with big stone cones and crouched dogs. 

At the end of the entrance path there are four be-
autiful statues representing “The Seasons”. The park is 
remarkably interesting, one of the most beautiful on the 
Terraglio, as its outline creates suggestive effects of sha-
pes and colors. The arrangement of the 
park was looked after by architect Ne-
grin and by Flemish Van den Borre who 
took care of arranging the garden  (mid 
19th century).

Villa Colombina. It is a 18th centu-
ry Venetian villa and in comparison with 
the other buildings on the Terraglio, it 
seems to be smaller, more simple, having 
a harmonic balance of shapes. 

It develops on two floors, as well as a 
mezzanine surmounted by a tympanum, 
next to the central room. 

The interior rooms are decorated with Marmorino 
and sober and elegant plasters. 

At the north-eastern corner of the villa, there is a 
two floor long building which hosts all facilities. 

Nearby, there is a small garden with four beautiful 
statues which represent the “elements” (air, water, earth, 
fire). The villa also has a lovely internal chapel. 

Barchessa
Villa Albrizzi - Franchetti
Preganziol (TV)

Villa Colombina
Preganziol (TV)
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Villa albrizzi - Franchetti. The Albrizzi family, ori-
ginally from Bergamo, was for centuries devoted to tex-
tile trade and once they had collected a large richness 
they then moved to Venice.  

In the early 17th century the Albrizzi’s owned the villa 
along the Terraglio: with its small size and a three floor 
facade it recalls the typical Venetian home. 

In 1667, the family was allowed to join the “Libro 
d’oro” of the Venetian patrician and in the early 18th cen-
tury they felt the need to adjust the villa and increase its 
representative status: as a result two beautiful twin open 
barns were built, designed by the architect from Treviso 
Andrea Pagnossin, that stand backwards apart from the 
central body, both characterized by a grand colonnade. 

They were decorated by frescoes of remarkable ar-
tistic level and used as a living room and bedroom for 
guests. 

The right open barn’s cycle of frescoes are valuable, 
(apparently carried out by Mattia Bortolani in 1730), de-
picting hunting scenes, Art allegories and lady figures. 

In the 19th century, the beautiful park, meant to be an 
Italian garden, was adjusted to the romantic taste of the 
time and turned into an English park; in the end of the 
century, baron Franchetti, new owner, got it extended 
and adjusted it by adding buildings in different style. 
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Villa Marcello del Majno. The villa, around the end 
of the 18th century, was owned by the noble Venetian 
Gian Battista Grassi. 

Later the new owners, the Onigo Counts, used it as a 
hunting location and then turned it into 
a holiday residence. 

The central building, on three floors, 
has its central body surmounted by a 
wide tympanum whose centre is featu-
red by a coat of arms having countess 
Elisabetta Galvani Onigo’s initials that is 
EGO. Interiorly the central room has a 
Terrazzo floor; on the other two floors 
there is a Terrazzo floor with geometric 
drawings and frames. All the rooms on 
the second floor are decorated with 

elegant plasters. Next to the villa there are two beauti-
ful arched open barns. The most interesting place among 
these two buildings is the music room which is situated 
in the right open barn. Spacious and elegant, the room is 
decorated with neoclassic taste monochromatic fresco-
es depicting the “il carro del sole”, “the Sun wagon” (cei-
ling), musician little angels and dance scenes on the walls. 
Externally, hidden by some holm oaks, the chapel over-
looks the road. In the park the trees crown the complex 
of buildings and meadows opposite the villa. Villa tasso. 
Probably built around the 17th century following changes 
to a previous 15th century small building, this villa is on 
three floors, simply and harmoniously designed. Interior-
ly there are Marmorino walls, beamed ceilings and Ve-
netian Terrazzo floors. Externally, on the left of the villa 
there is a rustic open barn; in front of the villa, in the 
middle of a round flower bed there is an ancient well 
balustrade (Venetian “vera da pozzo”) and on the sides 
four small statues of well-kept little angels. Villa Fran-
chi (already spandri). It was built by the Contarini’s in 
the 17th century; for around a hundred years it belonged 
to the Brighenti’s. At the end of the 18th century Nico-
lò Olmo became the new owner. The main building is 
on two floors, the raised central part is crowned by a 
tympanum. On the first floor there is a rococo balcony 
with a wrought iron handrail. On the two sides of this 
building there are the wings made up of two floors and 
an attic. Interiorly the central and the minor rooms have 
Venetian Terrazzo floors with frames. 

The music room is particularly rich: plasters and deli-
cate paintings decorate the whole room. 

The oval ceiling is attributed to Giovan Battista Ca-
nal. Some of the rooms have walls and ceilings embelli-
shed with slightly decorated plasters. Within the garden 
there is a chapel. 

Villa Marchesi. The current buil-
ding is the outcome of the extension of 
a pre-existing villa which was carried out 
during the last century. The villa is on th-
ree floors; the central part is raised and 
you access to it through a broad flight 
of steps. The two side billioned windows 
with two lights of the first floor and all 
the windows of the second floor have an 
arched vault. The interior of the villa is 
very sober, the central room only has a 
Venetian Terrazzo floor and a Sansovino 
ceiling with elegant decorations. 

Behind the main building there are two open barns 
on two floors and attic. One of the open barns leans a 
body frontwards where in a wide arcade, surmounted by 
a tympanum, the entrance opens. Hidden behind the villa 
there is another wide building made up of a body used as 
a home and nearby a grand arcade which hosted sheds 
and stables. 

The stables have evidence of pictorial and architec-
tural decorations. The wide spaces around the villa are 
embellished with stone engraved statues and vases. 

Leaving Preganziol you move on eastwards towards Casa-
le sul Sile until the diversion for Conscio (on the left). you get 
to the small town along an average itinerary towards North 
(via Peschiere) and then to the centre of Casier, which starts 
from an extremely suggestive bend of the river Sile. 

In the Casier territory, nearby the municipal cen-
tre in Dosson, there is villa de reali which was built 
around the 18th century by baron de Berlendis on what 
was left of a Benedictine abbey. 

Villa Marcello del Majno
Preganziol (TV)

Villa Marchesi
Preganziol (TV)

Restera del fiume Sile
innevata
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The central body has a Venetian baroque style as well 
as a regular façade whose groundfloor is characterized 
by a loggiato: the open barns and the relative surroun-
dings develop around the manor villa. Interiorly the ro-
oms are decorated with Venetian plasters. The extended 
park around the villa is also interesting. 

once you’ve passed the town, the river, following the inlet 
of the waters from the numerous feeders, increases its rate 
of flow and therefore becomes a waterway with a typical 
meandering flow; its great bends offer suggestive overviews. 
A small digression from the suggested itinerary allows you to 
get to know the bike trail of the river Sile, a green opportunity 
for excursionists and bike-riders. Near the Church of Casier, 
above a wide bend of the river Sile, there is the Sile Bike trail, 
a wonderful bike-riding itinerary which goes along the water 
way from the sources to the river mouth. 

Following towards North, directions for Treviso, you can 
enter unusual natural landscapes and admire water fauna 

and numerous bird species (nested or on land). A long and 
suggestive footbridge, which was adapted in the lesser smo-
oth areas, gets to the so-called boats’ cemetery where you 
can still see a lot of submerged boats which used to ship grain 
to milling industries. 

On the other hand, southwards you can get to Lughi-
gnano villa Barbaro - Gabbianelli - Dall’aglio. 

Traditional literature ascribes the building of this an-
cient villa to queen Caterina Cornaro of Cyprus as it 
was given to her as a wedding gift by her bridesmaid 
Fiammetta Buccari who was recalled by 
the 16th century poet Bembo in his fa-
mous “Asolani” books. The villa is said to 
be one of the most beautiful villas along 
the River Sile and is definitely among 
these the most ancient. It was built in 
1490 and represents an excellent exam-
ple of venetian villa on solid ground; built 
from a civil palace it was originally used 
among the lagoon islands as a residen-
ce location for Venetians. In compari-
son with the Venetian palaces there are 
some differences: the cubic mass changes, the facade is 
refined by an elegant Quadrifora balcony on the noble 
floor and by a “portego” which overloooks the front and 
back views. Moreover the main façade presents a unique 
asymmetric gap of the central axis, in order to follow the 
interior planimetric arrangement. 

Ansa del fiume Sile
Casier (TV)

Villa Barbaro, Gabbianelli, Dall’Aglio
Casale sul Sile (TV)

“Boats’ cemetery” on the river Sile
Silea (TV)
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Before getting to Treviso, diverting northwards, we 
can admire another remarkable landscape. 

From Casier, go along the S.P. Jesolana (firstly via Principa-
le, then via S. Antonino), pass the Church of S. Antonino and 
keep the right to take the highway (via Pavese and via Pa-
steur).  From the highway go along the road for more than a 
kilometer, in the direction of oderzo (right), pass the river Sile 
and take the way on the left to Lanzago (via Postumia). 

Although you cannot visit the place, it is definitely im-
portant to remember villa avogadro degli azzoni in 
Lanzago; the villa was built around the middle of the 16th 

century by the Onigo’s on the banks of the river Melma. 

The building has a squared plant and a broad flight of 
stairs which starts from the garden to the loggia. 

On the first floor there are Sansovino ceilings while 
on the second floor there is a high Vela ceiling as well as 
Roman emperor busts. 

In the centre of Lanzago, at the first crossroad with traffic 
lights, turn right. The narrow road (firstly, via Tiepolo then via 
Castello), continues northwards passing alternatively on the 
right and on the left long rows of populous trees along the 
avenue accessing to villa Tiepolo-Passi. 

 After a few kilometers, in front of us, we can view the 
power of its architecture. 

Villa Tiepolo-Passi was built in the Venetian baroque 
style around the 17th century and belonged to the Vene-
tian Tiepolo family. It is horizontally developed with high 
and narrow windows, interrupted only by a tympanum 
with a central disproportionate arch. 

The surroundings are linked to the main body of the 
villa through wide loggiatos. The interior rooms, deve-
loped around the central room, present a distinguished 
cycle of frescoes, Sansovino ceilings and 18th century 
plasters. The itinerary continues towards Vascon, lea-
ding us to via Brigata Marche (on the right, then on the 
left through the centre of Carbonera), via 1 Maggio, 
following the same direction, via IV Novembre (centre 
Biban, towards right) and then, after the overpass on the 
highway, via G. Rossi (on the left towards north). You get 
to Vascon when you see the parish.  

The small church is dedicated to s. lucia. Inte-
riorly there are two wonderful frescoes: the Trinity of the 
Tiepolo school (1746) and the Glory of S.Lucia (1722) 
ascribed to Gian Battista Tiepolo. Nearby, there is villa 
Valier-loredan. 

The building dates back to the 17th century; it has a 
central facade in the neoclassic style made up of four io-
nic columns on the first floor which frame three arched 
holes with a balcony; the upper tympanum breaks the or-
der of the building; the two side open barns as well could 
be ascribable to the following period. The grand central 
room on two floors keeps a remarkable cycle of fresco-
es ascribed to Nicolò Bambini (1657-1736). From Vascon, 
slightly westwards (go along via Piave), you get to Lance-
nigo, Villorba. In Lancenigo there are the Fontane Bian-
che (White Fountains). It is an interesting karst spring 
area included in the Natura 2000 network, where the 
river Melma starts from. Slightly southwards (from Lan-
cenigo go along via Capitello, next to the cemetery, and 
then via Ospedale Provinciale, towards right) the Provin-
ce of Treviso has recently established in Case Piavone 
a small yet interesting ethnographic museum. The Case 
Piavone belongs to a wide intervention of the Province 
covering an area of 67 hectares where the Parco delle 
sorgenti della storga.  From Case Piavone, via Cal 
di Breda leads us westwards, to the S.R. 13 Pontebbana 
road. Southwards, the beautiful avenue which leads us to 
the city is surrounded by interesting villas immersed in 
the green of wide parks.  Among these villa Manfrin (now 
Margherita) stands out; the villa was built between 1775 and 
1783 by architect G. Antonio Selva. The main building is on 
three floors and has a central gable. Interiorly there are 
some rooms decorated with plasters.  The wide open 
barns, perpendicularly placed to the back facade, frame a 
beautiful fish tank and keep some interesting terracotta 
tiles. The grand park is open to the public.

Villa Tiepolo-Passi
Carbonera (TV)
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The Radicchio route

The Veneto countryside 
from the Roman period to the 
Serenissima, Republic of Venice

This is a broad arcade surmounted by a curved 
tympanum which has terracotta decorated fragments 
from another home. On the left, isolated and immer-
sed in the green of the park, a small parish displays a 
“vela” bell tower. Interiorly, the central room is richly 
embellished with plasters and four paintings, which re-
cent studies have ascribed to Giuseppe Bernardino Bi-
son (1762-1844), representing “The seasons”. In the park 
you can admire a byzantine well “vera” and in the park a 
sarcophagus with the same style. 

A small diversion allows us to admire in Zerman, ano-
ther impressive monument: from the Terraglio, take via Zer-
manesa westwards (in direction of Casale sul Sile), the small 
town will immediately deceive its origin linked to the presence 
of villa Condulmer.

Among the green of meadows and fruit trees, a gre-
at gate supported by pillars and statues introduces the 
18th century villa Condulmer, now site of the homonym 
Country Hotel. It’s a great villa with a squared plant which 
was built by the Condulmer’s in 1743, characterized by a 
façade with an arched vaulted portal linked to two side 
windows. All this is towered above a wide marble balco-
ny with the noble family’s coat of arms. It’s is supported 
by two open barns on a floor: beyond the right one, next 
to a gate surmounted by an arched tympanum which lets 
you get to the back garden, there is a small private cha-
pel. Interiorly the villa has spacious and elegant rooms, 
embellished with precious plasters. The central room is 
decorated by four great paintings of  Eugenio Moretti La-
rese (1822-1847) and by other minor paintings situated 
among the portals and the side windows. The great park, 
designed by architect Sebatoni from Brescia, with diffe-
rent kinds of trees, a pond, small relieves and cottages 
form a very suggestive whole. Villa longobardi’s park. 
At the beginning of the 19th century an English garden and 
a small wood came to life, that is a green embrace of a 
villa which Lady Giorgia Amalia Seymour commissioned 
to build in Via Altinia, current Via Zermanesa. In 1831 the 
villa, situated opposite the Church of S. Maria Assunta, 
was sold to the Vida family who commissioned Antonio 
Caregaro Negrin, an architect from Vicenza, to extend 
and arrange the small wood. Therefore it got to border 
eastwards with the old “Terraglio Vecchio” and became a 
wide park which is currently owned by the municipality 
of Mogliano Veneto and is open to the public.  

Again the third itinerary starts from Treviso. The average 
direction, in these first kilometers, is towards the south, along 
the Terraglio road, which offers an astonishing view as for the 
Venetian population villas (check itinerary 2 as well).

Villa Marcello-lin. The villa of count Marcello, built 
in the early 18th century, is situated eastwards from the 
centre of Sambughè. Its park, naturally kept and without 
studied interventions, is still one of the most remarkable 
elements of the architectural complex. It’s made up of a 
squared plant, on three floors, frescoed on the sides by 
two short lower wings. 

On the right, a lower building, subsequently added, 
extends until the outbuildings. 

Flower in winter
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Villa stucky. Nearby the Church of S. Maria Assunta 
there is a building which represents architectural features 
which differ from the typical Veneto ones; infact, during 
the last century, it was bought by a Swiss businessman 
called Giovanni Stucky which pulled it down and rebuilt 
a second building in central-European style. The complex 
was made up of a villa, stables, greenhouses and a park. 
Following world war II, the complex was turned into a 
hotel and adapted in some parts according to its new 
use. The park only reveals, northwards, a fragment of its 
old beauty, originally made up of a beautiful English gar-
den and of a wood which noblewoman Amalia Seymour 
got planted and which was then extended and thickened 
according to architect Antonio Negrin’s project and by 
the following owners the Dalla Vida’s. From a historical 
point of view it is important to recall that the villa during 
world war I was the site of the Command of the 3rd 
Army which defended the line of the Piave. 

Today a gravestone, placed inside, remembers the 
events which lead to the victory. Currently the villa hosts 
a prestigious hotel.  

Villa Duodo Zoppolati. The oldest area of the ar-
chitectural complex, which probably dates back to 1685, 
presents a raised squared plant on three floors. The no-
ble floor is characterized by a balcony with three arched 
vaulted openings and soars above the main entrance: this 
central unit enclosed by a frame, underlines the harmo-
nious composition of the façade. 

Two side open barns further highlight the Dominican 
house. The ancient plant was then extended and a two 
floor volume was added. 

The great park, sorted out by architect Antonio Ne-
grin during the 19th century, further evaluates the monu-
mental whole of the villa. 

Villa Delia. Situated near the exit of via Tavoni on 

the Terraglio, entirely surrounded by timber trees, with 
a back green meadow, villa Delia is the home of gentle 
birth and where musician and composer Sandro Fuga 
spent his childhood. He attended the Musical Conser-
vatory in Turin where he then became a teacher and the 
director. He composed chambre music and operas. 

Villa Coin. Made up of a parish and two service bu-
ildings, the villa is situated not far from  I Maggio, on the 
left side of the Terraglio. The 18th century villa has a Ve-
netian plant; on the ground floor the two frescoes with 
symbolic figures are of great interest. Over years both its 
structure and paintings have been accurately restored. 

The parish, dedicated to Our Lady of the Rosary, is 
a lovely building having simple lines and a facade embel-
lished with fake pillars and completed by a tympanum. It 
was built by Domenico Codognato and then sold to the 
Buratti’s;   Antonio Buratti lived here with his family and 
loved painting as a hobby. He left some works that you 
can still admire: the altar piece of  S. Francesca Romana 

Villa Stucky
Mogliano Veneto (TV)

Villa Duodo Zoppolati
Mogliano Veneto (TV)
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and the one of Our Lady of Sorrows in the Church of 
Mogliano Veneto, S. Filomena in the church of Gardigiano 
and S. Nicolò in the church of Peseggia.

Villa Bianchi - De Kunkler. The Venetian family Lin 
commissioned to get the villa built in 1686, which was 
then sold to rich bankers and which in 1821 was given 
together with the vast land property to baron Federi-
co Bianchi, devoted to his military career and stood out 
thanks to his legendary battles against the Turks; in 1813 
he participated in the Russian campaign and the following 
year in the conquest of Lyon in France. His military skills 
also stood out in Italy: he defeated Gioachino Murat and 
placed on the throne of Naples Ferdinando Di Borbone 
again. In 1824 following these achievements he withdrew 
dedicating himself to his private life in the villa of Moglia-
no Veneto. He died in Stiria, but was burried in Mogliano 
Veneto, in the Mausoleum of the family. The property was 
then passed to the De Kunkler’s, from whom the second 
name of the villa. The villa stands along the Terraglio, hid-
den by thick trees to respect the natural environment 
which makes its territory peculiar. The building on three 
floors, in Venetian style and with simple lines, presents 
in the facade on the first floor a beautiful stone balcony 
on which three arched French doors access to, decora-
ted on the top by moldings displaying in the middle the 
Bianchi’s family coat of arms.  On the right the open barn 
is well placed, whose arcade is marked off by six great 
arches supported by pillars. Behind the villa, but facing 
the Terraglio, G. Lin commissioned to build an elegant 
crape dedicated to the Holy Trinity, entirely embellished 
with a rich marble altar and a sculpture of Pompe Mar-
chesi dedicated to Federico Bianchi. Behind the chapel, 
in 1863, the Mausoleum was built, protected by a cupola: 
on the sides there are the sepulchral arks which contain 
precious sculpture urns.

Villa Grazia. Within the thick tree area of the park 
there is a Venetian style building on three floors, charac-
terized by a beautiful open barn with a colonnade sup-
ported by columns up to the roof. The structure, which 
includes service and storage for the garden buildings is 
enclosed by surrounding walls which let you leave the 
villa towards the road through three gates. With direct 
access on the street there is the simple church dedicated 
firstly to Mary’s nativity and then S. Girolamo. This villa 
was the residence of King Vittorio Emanuele III when he 

used to stay in Mogliano Veneto, 
during world war I. 

Villa Furlanis, already Vol-
pi. It was started in 1562 by 
Leonardo Mocenigo according 
to Andrea Palladio’s design, of 
which the southern part only 
was carried out. Towards the 
middle of the 18th century, it 
was still incomplete. It was 
completed in the 19th century 
only, although during the wor-
ks little was taken into consideration as for the original 
Palladian project; this is why today the villa tends to be 
quite conventional and not totally well done as a whole. 
However, the broad meadow and the back park form 
together with the central building a new and harmonious 
entirety, especially as for the landscape view. Above the 
central balcony of the noble floor a great marble coat of 
arms of the Morosini family was collocated and crowning 
the facade a few statues were placed on the tympanum 
and the moulding.  In 1859, the chapel and the back body 
of the building were added. In 1904, the villa was bought 
by Volpi. It’s thanks to him that Marghera’s industrial port 
was designed and carried out. 

Villa Veronese. The facade which overlooks the Ter-
raglio is wider and richer than the other, with four doors 
on the groundfloor and a lovely romanic mullioned win-
dow with two lights in the middle of the first floor, having 
two windows per side decorated by frames. Behind the 
villa there is another lower building with rustic lines ex-
tending towards south. This is 
the oldest part of the villa. On 
the north side of the park the-
re is the very vast park. 

Near Mogliano Veneto, in 
Campocroce, there is the 
spinning mill Motta, a com-
plex of genuine archeo-indu-
strial as well as architectural 
interest. The building of the 
spinning mill of Campocroce 
started in 1876 thanks to Cav. 
Pietro Motta. For eighty years 
the parentage kept it alive and production increased up 

Villa Furlanis
Mogliano Veneto (TV)

Filanda Motta - Campocroce
Mogliano Veneto (TV)
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to 1956 that is when, due to the serious crisis which in 
those years struck the silk industry, the silkworm rearing 
activity definitely stopped. The property was sold and 
the buildings of the great establishment were then used 
for other purposes, without though luckily undergoing 
the irreparable consequences of being totally neglected. 
In 1989 Mario Franco started together with his family a 
brave recovery plan. Nearly finished, today the complex 
is one of the most interesting and well kept architectural 
pieces of evidence of that time; it interiorly welcomes, 
having a suggestive atmosphere, the studios, the labs and 
the workshops of the several recreational and professio-
nal activities. 

Leaving the town of Mogliano Veneto, the itinerary goes 
towards the right, leaving the Terraglio to 
get to via Marignana. After about one hun-
dred meters, on the right, there is villa 
Dall’Aglio, called La Marignana. La 
Marignana is a simple 18th century building 
whose distinctive feature is linked to its use. 

It hosted, infact, the studio and the 
home of the sculptor toni Benetton, 
universally well-known as a steal sculptu-
re Maestro: he molded the material both 
by applying old techniques and by experimenting new 
ones such as the oxyhydrogen flame. The old granaries 
near the villa welcome the Maestro’s works while the 
grand park hosts sculptures of greater dimensions. The 
villa is situated in an open wide space and has a classical 
Venetian structure with simple lines; the only decora-
tions present on the facade are a small wrought iron bal-
cony on the first floor and an above triangle tympanum. 
Nearby the east side there is a long two floor open barn 
completed with an unusual arched frame; the building 
continues with a wide arcade which going along the road 
then ends with a chapel. The garden, characterized by im-
pressive magnolias and by a hundred year old citron, hi-
ghlights a wide stone-grounded square where there used 
to be the old parish, S. Anna which was destroyed. The 
rooms of the open barn and a part of the garden (for 
the monumental works) are used as a wrought steel mu-
seum and can be visited during scheduled hours. The villa 
is the site of the “International Accademy of Wrought 
Steel”, founded by sculptor Toni Benetton in 1967 who 
was studying procedures regarding metal processing.

Villa Dall’Agrlio,
detta La Marignana
Mogliano Veneto (TV)

opera dello scultore Toni Benetton
inserita nel parco
di villa Dall’Aglio detta La Marignana
Mogliano Veneto (TV)
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The itinerary continues slightly towards west along a road 
immersed in the widest countryside of the Venetian hinterland 
(via Tarù, via Ponte nuovo, via Morosini), until you get to the 
centre of  Martellago.

Among the Veneto Villas present on the 
territory it is worth mentioning villa Grimani-
Morosini now called Ca’ della Nave, which 
dates back to the 16th century. It has a be-
autiful park and is surrounded by impressive 
open barns. 

Another interesting building is villa Com-
bi, where well-known Francesco Scipione Fa-
panni lived for a long time. Southwards from 
the centre, between Martellago and Maerne, 
there is the Park of the ponds, a great 54 
hectares green area managed by the Mu-

nicipality and by the WWF of Mirano. The park was created 
starting from the nineties on an area which used to be used 
for clay pits. 

Besides the wood areas, you can also find four ponds, a 
wide meadow with a playground, a refreshment bar and an 
environmental didactic centre.  

From Martellago, via Roma (towards south) and via 
delle Motte (towards right) you shortly get to Robegano, 
and from here, (via XXV Aprile and via Montegrappa, on 
the left) then to Salzano.

In Salzano it’s worth visiting the Church of  S. Bar-
tolomeo and the nearby museum dedicated to San Pio 
X. Among the most important pieces it’s important to 
remember the rare red velvet flowered Renaissance pla-
net, the precious damasks (17th century) and a range of 
beautiful 18th century brocades. Worth mentioning are 
also the silver lamina “crosses”, (17th century), chalices, 
monstrances, reliquaries and other liturgical furnishings 
and fittings (18th -19th centuries), gravestone relieves 
(13th and 14th centuries), banner paintings, sculptures and 
wooden furniture as well as objects linked to the re-
membrance of Pope Sarto. 

Quite interesting is also the sanctuary of our 
lady of Graces, beautiful parish Church of the town 
of  Robegano, recently restored, built in the 18th century 
whose façade is characterized by four pilasters and de-
corated with terracotta. 

On the upper side there are two niches containing 
statues and a fake rose window in the middle. On the 
top there is the statue of the Virgin. In 1883 the two side 
chapels were adjoined and the main one dedicated to 
the Virgin Mary was extended. The interior, with a sin-
gle nave, has a lovely frescoe depicting the Madonna and 
Child, dating back to the 19th century, and framed by a 
prestigious marble frame.  

In the centre of Salzano there is a beautiful example 
of industrial archeology: the villa of Jacur Donà and 
the adjoined factory. The villa was the summer resi-
dence of the noble family the Dona’s and dates back to 
the 17th century. Over the centuries it had been adjusted 
several times up to 1979 when it was restored by the 
municipal administration and then became the site of the 
Municipality. The interior rooms have frescoes from dif-
ferent periods and finely decorated wooden ceilings. In 
1854 a charming park characterized by terraces, artificial 
caves and ponds was designed by Luigi Garzoni. The silk 
factory was wanted by Leone Jacur, family member from 
Padoa of bankers who became the owner of the com-
plex from the second half of the 19th century. It stands 
northwards from the villa’s open barns and it is made 
up of a central body and two arcade side wings. The silk 
production went on until 1950. 

From Salzano you go along the provincial road via Mira-
nese until Mirano. Villa Belvedere and the adjoined park 
welcome the visitor. 

Villa Donà
Salzano (VE)

Villa Grimani Morosini
Ca’ della Nave
Martellago (VE)
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Villa Belvedere, today the site of mu-
nicipal technical offices, and the adjoined 
open barn, currently used as the muni-
cipal theatre, are buildings with a 17th 
century plant and represent one of the 
most suggestive places of Mirano. Right 
in front of the villa there is the architec-
tural complex called  “Castelletto”, bu-
ilt around mid 19th century by Vincenzo 
Paolo Barzizza. The wide scaffold shaped 

complex recalls the late romanic taste of the ruins and 
consists of a five floor octagonal tower, which through 
an elegant spiral staircase leads to the Belvedere room, 
where you can admire a 360° view. Below the small to-
wer there is a hidden cave which communicates with the 
villa through a now walled tunnel. The Belvedere garden 
extends on a 1.9 hectares area and includes the upper 
mills on the Muson (North-West), the historic centre of  
Mirano (South), via Belvedere (West) and the  XXV April 
park (East).  The park of villa Belvedere is linked through 
a bridge with the one of  villa Morosini - XXV aprile, 
17th century, in Palladian, harmonious and classical style 
with its beautiful ionic order column loggia, crowned by 
the tympanum and statues. The villa is, among those ow-
ned by the Municipality, the most elegant and refined, de-
spite the small dimensions.  Already externally restored 
it was the site of the municipal library until 20003. 

Out of the two parallel open barns present in the 
historical land registries, opposite the villa, there is just 
one nowadays, recently restored and back to its former 
beauty. Currently it is used as a prestigious site of cultu-
ral exhibits and events. The villa and the open barn are 
immersed in a lovely English park, embellished with a rich 
variety of plants and trees. The parks of villa Morosini and 
villa Belvedere are open to the public all year round. In 
the historical centre of Mirano there is the 16th century 
cathedral dedicated to Michael archangel, refinely 
restored during the following century (1684). 

The interior hosts a masterpiece of Giambattista Tie-
polo, the altar piece of “The Miracle of Saint Anthony 
who reattaches the foot”. 

The itinerary continues and reaches the nearby town 
of Zianigo: by car, go around the centre eastwards along 
via Villafranca, which then diverts on the right; at the 
roundabout, turn right again  (via della Vittoria), pass the 

centre of Mirano and you leave along via Cavin di Sala. 
After a few kilometers keep the right along via Varo-

tara, which directly leads you to the centre in Zianigo.
Between the centre of Mirano and the nearby town of 

Zianigo (around a kilometre eastwards from the parish) 
there is villa Tiepolo, simple countryside house, between 
the 18th and 19th century of the Tiepolo family. The inte-
rior keeps frescoes cycles, Giandomenico Tiepolo’s art 
work, carried out with different styles, having biographi-
cal cues about the social-political life of that time. 

In Zianiga it’s worth visiting the Church dedicated to Ma-
ry’s nativity; outside you can note the old Tower of the Carra-
resi, now a belltower. Inside the Church the grand ceiling with 

a frescoe of Gian Domenico Tiepolo “The Nativity of Mary” 
and his altar piece “Saint Anthony and other figures”.  The 
neat road pattern of Zianigo follows the setting of the ancient 
roman centuriation Citra Musonem. Two centuriae towards 
south and two more towards west, you get to Santa Maria 
di Sala. on the right, the impressive massive building of villa 
Farsetti. 

Villa Belvedere Erizzo
Mirano (VE)

Villa Farsetti
Santa Maria di Sala (VE)

Castello di Stigliano
Santa Maria di Sala (VE)
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Abbot Farsetti called architect Paolo Posi from 
Rome, who designed the majestic palace in rococo style, 
decorating it with 38 columns coming from the Temple 
of Concord of Rome. Furthermore, the abbot commis-
sioned to build a wonderful garden, a remarkable grand 
and interesting botanical garden, lemon greenhouses, 
greenhouses, small woods and a maze. 

On a small hill, made up of digging material from an 
oval pond, he raised a small temple which depicted ro-
man thermae. He commissioned to build then a broad 
embankment (also oval) which recalled with several ar-
ched molded yew trees a roman amphitheatre. Nearby 
he reproduced the ruins of the temples of Diana and 
Giove Tonante. Let’s leave the centre of the town and 
take the S.S 515 Noalese road towards north, and after 
around 4 centuriae, on the right you’ll see the Castle 
of stigliano. 

The castle of Stigliano, which was raised by the Trevi-
so inhabitants in the 13th century  on a walled site of pre-
roman period, was the scene of fights between Treviso 
and Padoa to control the territory. 

With the handover of the territory to the Serenissi-
ma its strategic purpose failed and was sold to the Priuli 
family who turned in to a villa embellishing it with fresco 

decorations which recall the deeds of 
the leaders and the historical events of 
the Castle. Near the castle (now turned 
into a restaurant) there is a mill on the 
Muson river. 

Going along the same road axis north-
wards, you get to Noale, which has kept the 
original urban planning of its ancient castle 
the same, of which a few remains are left. 

From the ancient castle of the 
tempest the ruins of the Fortress of 
the 12th century are left as well as the 

Clock tower and the Bell tower. 
Within the moat which surrounded the walls of the 

castle there is the parish Church of Saints Felice and 
Fortunato, which in 1885 was extended on the ruins of 
a pre-existing building. Interiorly it keeps a prestigious 
Istria stone altar piece ascribed to Sansovino, as well as 
an altar piece of Lattanzio from Rimini and a painting 
ascribed to Cima from Conegliano. The major altar is 
decorated by a painting of Palma il Giovane.  

The itinerary leads us towards west: firstly via G.B. Rossi and 
then San Dono Street, in order to get to the centre of  Mas-
sanzago.  Villa Baglioni is the municipal site of Massanzago. 

Raised after 1717 by the noble Lombardo’s, in 1718 
it was then bought by count Baglioni, who commissioned 
G.B. Tiepolo to decorate the noble floor. The frescoes 
depict, through illusory architectural perspectives, the 
Ovid story of Fetonte. The ground floor of the central 
body of the palace preserves plasters and frescoes of 
Antonio Zucchi. In this splendor period the villa hosted 
the Venetian playwright Carlo Goldoni. 

In Borgoricco it’s worth mentioning the municipality, site 
of the Museum of the Graticolato Romano. 

The museum exhibits literature regarding the 
way the territory was divided during the roman 
period and a few local archeological findings. 

Furthermore the Municipality is an important 
example of modern architecture. 

In 1983 it was designed by Aldo Rossi; the bu-
ilding presents typical elements of the Veneto villa 
(central body and side wings) and of the civil ar-
chitecture of the area. The two side “open barns” 
bodies and the arcade enclose an interior space 
defining a public location. In the middle of the court the-
re is the main entrance with columns. Interiorly different 
uses are integrated: offices, a library, museum of the ro-
man centuriation. There is a precise and recognizable ex-
ternal volume for each use.  The two floor central body 
is characterized by a keel covering.  

Rocca dei Tempesta
Noale (VE)

Villa Baglioni
Massanzago (PD)

Museo del Graticolato Romano
Borgoricco (PD)
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Moving on along the trelliswork road you get to, average 
north-west direction, Camposampiero which is on the old  via 
Aurelia, the axis which represented the cardo maximum of 
the patavina centuriation. 

Camposampiero, born as a roman colony on via 
Aurelia, in 1013 became important 
from a strategic point of view with the 
beginning of the powerful Tiso dynasty, 
important guelfo feudal family, as it also 
became a true feudal stronghold forti-
fied and defended by moats and walls. 
Today what is left from that medieval 
complex are the Clock towers and the 
fortress, today’s municipality.

Furthermore, in Camposampiero, 
there is one of the most important pla-
ces linked to the worship of saint an-

thony from Padoa; the cell of the vision and the Noce 
sanctuary.  The cell of the vision. The current sanctua-
ry of the Vision preserves, incorporated and turned 
into a small chapel, the cell of the Vision, which survived 
from the ravages of time and history. You can access to it 
through a narrow staircase. 

It is a poor brick small cell, belonging to the primitive 
convent and inhabited by the Saint. There is a glassed 
board, considered his night bed. 

On the background, a small altar with a picture which 
recalls the vision. On the side, a beautiful painting of  An-
drea from Murano (1486) depicts the whole figure of 
the Saint, natural size with the usual symbols of a lily and 
a book, symbols of purity of life and of his doctrine. It is 
the most important place of the whole complex and the 
dearest to his devotees for the supernatural event which 
Blessed Anthony who lived by enjoying the vision of Baby 
Jesus. The cell is called for this reason the small “Anthony 
Bethlehem”. In 1924 the small building was renovated, in 
line with the 14th century style. 

In 1995, it was restored again, obtaining on the ground 
floor a niche for the memorabilia.  

The Noce sanctuary. From the church’s square, 
going along the tree-lined road, you get to the Noce Pa-
rish, built where the tree “last home of the Saint” used to 
be. The building dates back to the 15th century: it is an art 
jewel especially for the frescoes which cover the facade 
(external and internal) and the walls of the first bay. 

These are Girolamo Tessari’s works, so-called “Dal 
Santo”; he painted them in the first half of the 16th cen-
tury and depict the life events of saint Anthony and abo-
ve all the most famous miracles. The apse is occupied by 
a great painting of Bonifacio from Verona (1536) which 
depicts the Saint while the Saint preaches from the san-
ctuary. 

From Camposampiero, the  S.S. 307 road leads us to  Lo-
reggia.Villa Polcastro-Wollemborg, nowadays Gomie-
ro, welcomes who gets to Loreggia. Built in early 1550, it 
was then completed in the 17th century as a Dominican 
house; it has a precious park with alleys and water pa-
ths and a fish tank from the following period. The gar-
den, with more than one hundred ornamental plants, is 
a work of Venetian architect Giuseppe Jappelli, while the 
fish tank was carried out afterwards. The garden also en-
closes the small temple of Wollemborg passed through 
by the Rustega canne which, regulated by a complex sy-
stem of dams, forma a small pond with two small islands 
in the middle. 

From Loreggia you finally go towards Piombino Dese whe-
re the third itinerary joins the second again.

Villa Polcastro-Wollemborg,
nowadays Gomiero
Loreggia (PD)

Clock towers
Camposampiero (PD)
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Farmer Members
Bellia Claudio  
via Tito Speri, 98 - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 446067

Bortignon rosa 
via Isonzo, 10 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV) - Tel. 0422 378290

Brognera Mauro  
via Scandolara, 20 - 31059 Zero Branco (TV) - Tel. 0422 488075

Brugnaro Giuliano  
via Scandolara, 19/A - 31059 Zero Branco (TV) - Tel. 0422 345342
 
Ca’ Mauro az. agr.  
via Tiepolo, 22/e - 31057 Silea (TV) - Tel. 348 2256602 

Carraro Gianna
via Ariosto, 21 - 30030 Cappella di Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 448201

Ceccarello tiziano  
via Castellana, 97 - 35010 Trebaseleghe (PD) - Tel. 347 8792109
 
Corro’ Giuseppe  
via Priamo Tron, 47 - 31100 Treviso - Tel. 0422 400391

Dotto Giovanni
via Torre D’Orlando, 8 - 31100 Treviso - Tel. 0422 400292

Fior luciano
via Mussa, 58 - 35017 Piombino Dese (PD) - Tel. 349 8078082 

Francescato Graziella  
via Moglianese C., 104/A - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 3381169768

Franchetto Paolo  
via Isonzo, 20 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV) - Tel. 0422 378948

Gasparini stefano  
via Maggioli, 7 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV) - Tel. 0422 370071

Michielan alessio
via Selve, 48 - 31021 Mogliano V.to (TV) - Tel. 041 5902981

Mion Gianpaolo
via dei Vettori, 26 - 30035 Mirano (VE) - Tel. 041 433226 

Nonno andrea az. agr.
via Campagnola, 74 - 31020 Villorba (TV) - Tel. 0422 44401

Pesce Danilo
via S. Ambrogio, 16 - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 446221

Pol renzo  
via San Vitale, 30/a - 31100 Treviso - Tel. 328 5439452

Prete Maria  
via Puppati, 13 - 31059 Zero Branco (TV) - Tel. 349 7402403 

scattolin Giuliano  
via Cimitero Vecchio, 3 - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 445443

scattolin severino  
via L. da Vinci, 46 - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 446278

tenuta al Parco soc. agr. di Torresan Carlo e Paolo 
via S. Martino, 24/b - 31050 Morgano (TV) - Tel. 0422 739028 

tonin annamaria  
via Trieste, 59/a - 31023 Resana (TV) - Tel. 0423 484438

Vian Giuliano
via Rio S. Martino, 85 - 35010 Trebaseleghe (PD) - Tel. 049 9378081

Zorzetto Claudio  
via Villetta, 20 - 30030 Salzano (VE) - Tel. 041 484531
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Gastronomic specialties  
    
Montagner remo 
“Specialità e rarità gastronomiche” - confetture, dolci e… 
Stradone di S. Floriano, 4 - 31033 Castelfranco Veneto (TV) 
Tel. 338 1150924
  
salumeria Da eustacchio  
viale delle Industrie, 19 - 31030 Dosson di Casier (TV) 
Tel. 0422 491659
info@salumeria-eustacchio.it - www.salumeria-eustacchio.it

Minato eros azienda agricola
Produzione e vendita mozzarella di bufala 
Via Tre Comuni 3 - 31036 Istrana (TV) - Tel. 0422 832133

Hospitality
agriturismo al Capitellon di Danesin Francesco
via Capitellon, 1 - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 5840458
info@agriturismoalcapitellon.it - www.agriturismoalcapitellon.it

agriturismo al sile di Lino Rossi 
via Cornarotta, 34 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV) - Tel. 0422 477102
info@agriturosmoalsile.com - www.agriturismoalsile.com

agriturismo Ca’ delle rondini 
via Ca’ Rossa, 26 - 30030 Maerne di Martellago (VE) - Tel. 041 641114
info@cadellerondini.com - www.cadellerondini.com

agriturismo Ca’ de Memi ristorazione solo su prenotazione
via Roma 4 - 35017 Piombino Dese (PD) - Tel. 049 9366516
info@cadememi.it - www.cadememi.it

agriturismo Ca’ Florian 
via Scandolara, 87 - 31059 Zero Branco (TV) - Tel. 347 3643863
info@caflorian.it - www.caflorian.it

agriturismo Da lauretta e Vittorino 
via Frattin, 59 - Gardigiano - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 448273
agriturismo.lv@alice.it

agriturismo la Casetta
via Marco Polo, 1 - Peseggia - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 448162 

antica trattoria Baracca
via Ronchi, 1 - 35010 Trebaseleghe (PD) - Tel. 049 9385126
info@ristorantebaracca.it - www.ristorantebaracca.it

Cucina eurobar 
via Einaudi, 14 - 31030 Dosson di Casier (TV) - Tel. 0422 633428 

Hosteria alla Nuova Parigi 
via Callalta, 73 - Silea (TV) - Tel. 0422 360483
t.carlo@email.it

osteria alla Pasina 
via Marie, 3 - 31030 Dosson di Casier (TV) - Tel. 0422 382112
pasina@pasina.it - www.pasina.it

ristorante al Drizzagno
via Drizzagno, 17 - Rio S. Martino - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 445261

ristorante al Gallo
Piazza XX Settembre, 41 - 30033 Noale (VE) - Tel. 041 440088
monica@ristorantealgallo.it - www.ristorantealgallo.it

ristorante Ca’ Minio
via Desman, 195 - 30036 S. Maria di Sala (VE) - Tel. 041 5760530
risto@caminio.it - www.caminio.it

ristorante da Fabio e susy
via Marconi, 9 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV) - Tel 0422 371151  
ristorantefabioesusy@gmail.com

ristorante “i savi” Specialità pesce 
via Spangaro, 6 - Peseggia - 30037 Scorzè (VE) - Tel 041 448822
info@isavi.it - www.isavi.it

ristorante la Cicala
Centro Cappelletta, 17 - 30033 Noale (VE) - Tel. 041 5801111
info@lacicala.net - www.lacicala.net

ristorante luca’s
via Bigolo, 19 - 35010 Fossalta di Trebaseleghe (PD) - Tel. 049 5796440
info@ristorantelucas.it - www.ristorantelucas.it

ristorante Vescovo
Giovanna D’Arco, 2/2 - 30033 Noale (VE) - Tel. 041 440149
info@ristorantevescovo.it - www.ristorantevescovo.it

trattoria al sile 
Piazza Pio X, 60 - 31030 Casier (TV) - Tel. 0422 340011
trattoriaalsile@libero.it - www.trattoriaalsile.it

Cantina del terraglio s.c.a. 
via Croce, 82 - 31021 Mogliano Veneto (TV) - Tel. 0422 93452
cantinaterraglio@tiscali.it
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Institutional Members
Comune di Casier  
 piazza Da Vinci, 16 - 31030 Dosson di Casier (TV)
Comune di Castelfranco Veneto
 via Preti, 36 - 31033 Castelfranco Veneto (TV)
Comune di istrana  
 via S. Pio X, 15 - 31036 Istrana (TV)
Comune di loria  
 piazza Marconi, 1 - 31037 Loria (TV)
Comune di Martellago  
 piazza Vittoria, 1 - 30030 Martellago (VE)
Comune di Mirano  
 piazza Martiri, 1 - 30035 Mirano (VE)
Comune di Mogliano Veneto  
 piazza Caduti, 6 - 31021 Mogliano V.to (TV)
Comune di Morgano  
 piazza Indipendenza, 2 - 31050 Morgano (TV)
Comune di Noale  
 piazza Castello 18 - 30033 Noale (VE)
Comune di Piombino Dese
 piazza Palladio 1 - 35017 Piombino Dese (PD)
Comune di Preganziol  
 piazza Gabbin, 1 - 31022 Preganziol (TV)
Comune di quinto di treviso  
 piazza Roma, 2 - 31055 Quinto di Treviso (TV)
Comune di resana  
 via Castellana, 2 - 31023 Resana (TV) 
Comune di riese Pio X  
 Municipio - 31039 Riese Pio X (TV)
Comune di salzano  
 via Roma, 166 - 30030 Salzano (VE) 
Comune di s. Maria di sala  
 piazza XXV Aprile, 1 - 30036 S. Maria di Sala (VE)
Comune di scorzè  
 piazza Aldo Moro, 1 - 30037 Scorzè (VE)
Comune di silea  
 via Don Minzoni, 12 - 31057 Silea (TV)
Comune di trebaseleghe  
 piazza Principe di Piemonte, 12 - 35010 Trebaseleghe (PD)
Comune di Vedelago  
 piazza Martiri della Libertà, 16 - 31050 Vedelago (TV) 
Comune di Zero Branco  
 piazza Umberto I, 1 - 31059 Zero Branco (TV)

Provincia di treviso - via Cal di Breda, 116 - 31100 Treviso

Provincia di Padova - piazza V. Bardella, 2 - 35131 Padova 

Provincia di Venezia - sestiere San Marco, 2662 - 30124 Venezia

Promotion and Protection
Consorzio tutela radicchio rosso di treviso e 
Variegato di Castelfranco  
 via Guidini, 50 - 31059 Zero Branco (TV) - Tel. 0422 486073
consorzio@radicchioditreviso.it - www.radicchioditreviso.it

Consorzio asparago di Badoere  
piazza Indipendenza, 2 c/o Municipio - 31050 Morgano (TV)
info@asparagodibadoere.it - www.asparagodibadoere.it

associazione Produttori radicchio rosso di Dosson 
via Peschiere, 18 - 31030 Casier (TV) - Tel. 0422 382402
info@radicchiorossodosson.it - www.radicchiorossodosson.it

Consorzio del Decumano  
Piazza Castello, 1 - 30033 Noale (VE) - Tel. 041 440805

Pro loco Mirano
via Bastia Fuori, 52 - 30035 Mirano (VE) - Tel. 041 432433
www.prolocomirano.it

Pro loco Noale
piazza Castello, 55 - 30033 Noale (VE)- Tel. 041 440805
proloconoale@libero.it - www.proloconoale.it 

Pro loco scorzè
via Moglianese, 33 - 30030 Cappella di Scorzè (VE) - Tel. 041 446650
info@prolocoscorze.it - www.prolocoscorze.it

associazione cultura e tradizione contadina
31055 Santa Cristina di Quinto (TV) - Tel. 0422 477100

Tourism operators
Consorzio Promozione turistica Marca treviso
via Venier, 55 - 31100 Treviso - Tel. 0422 541052
info@marcatreviso.it - www.marcatreviso.it 

Fior luciano - guida ambientale 
via Mussa, 58 - 35017 Piombino Dese (PD) 
Tel. 349 8078082 - luciano.fior@ciaoweb.it 

Bonaventura express s.r.l. - noleggio pulmann, servizi per il turismo 
via S. Ambrogio, 36 - 31050 Badoere di Morgano (TV) - Tel. 0422.837122
info@bonaventuraexpress.com - www.bonaventuraexpress.com
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Discover the roads
the wine and typical food
 

The idea of the Wine and typical Food Roads was 
born from the need to give value to the areas of 
productive excellence. 

They are routes which are signposted and publicized 
with special signs of particular interest from the natural, 
cultural and rural point of view, which offer an integra-
ted food/wine and tourist and proposal.

These routes wind along vineyards passing the cel-
lars, which are open to the public, of individual or as-
sociated wine producers and producers of typical food. 
They form a means through which the interested areas 
and the products can be publicised, marketed and enjo-
yed in the form of a tourist attractation.

Thanks to this particular type of offer, activities re-
lated to hospitality and welcoming spring up along the 
Roads, including the tasting of the producers’ food and 
organisation of recreational, cultural and educational ac-
tivities.

From a formal point of view, the Roads are organised 
into voluntary Associations for the promotion of food/
wine itineraries and associated activities. They are reco-
gnised and regulated by National law No. 268, July 27, 
1999 and the Veneto Region by Regional law No.17 of 
17/09/2000.
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Veneto Region

Strada del Vino Arcole
 

The Arcole Wine Road spreads over both the provin-
ces of Vicenza and Verona, creating an itinerary which is 
rich in history and tradition. The peculiarity of the land is 
its sandy soil that gives the wines their unique taste and 
distinctive features. 

The Adige and the many other rivers of the area con-
cur to create the soil of this plain territory, leaving gravel 
and sand along their way to created the “wine of the 
sand”. 

In the area one can find a lot of typical products like 
the asparagus of Mambrotta and Arcole, the red radic-
chio of Verona, the typical potato of Cologna Veneta, the 
apple of Belfiore and the famous mandorlato of Cologna 
Veneta.

Activities in the area
Fabulous landscapes of nature and important but of-

ten forgotten historical and artistic monuments are both 
parts of this territory. Between the variety of the plan-
ted fields there are ancient villages, villas, castles, very 
interesting pievi with churches and baptisteries. The San 
Pietro di Villanova abbey in San Bonifacio is a mark of 
the Italian Roman art. Arcole is a famous village known 
all over the world for the important battle of Napoleon 
between the 15th and 17th of September 1796 against 
the Austrians soldiers. In memory of his victory there is 
the obelisk that Napoleon decided to place before the 
bridge of the village. In the area there are also numerous 
Palladian villas like Villa Favorita in Sarego and Villa Pisani 
in Bagnolo, Villa Gritti in San Bonifacio, they deserve to 
be visited due to their majesty.

Veneto Region

Strada dei Vini dei Colli Berici 
 

The Colli Berici Wine Road is a very appealing wine 
and food itinerary that spreads out between hills and 
plains. This area is located in the middle of the Veneto 
plain, between Verona and Padova, in the Southern area of 
Vicenza, where the culture of the vineries has an ancient 
tradition dating back to the first humans in the area.

In addition to this old and strong tradition of wine, 
the territory has also had for a long time a great tradi-
tion of distilled drinks. Other famous products are the 
extra virgin olive oil DOP, the black truffle of Berici, fine 
cold cuts as the soppressa of Vicenza PDO and the ham 
Berico-Euganeo PDO, cheese, honey, vegetables and fru-
its such as the green pea of Lumignano, the red radicchio 
of Asigliano, the broccoli of Creazzo and the cherry of 
Castagnero. 

Last but not least in this area there is an important 
culinary tradition and there are a lot of delicious restau-
rants of high quality.

Activities in the area
The Road starts in Vicenza, a city protected by Une-

sco and spreads along the hills forming a path that runs 
from the most famous villa of Palladio, the “Rotonda”, 
crosses very unique and marvellous landscapes and rural 
areas, the green heart of Veneto. 

Man-made masterworks such as villas, villages and 
towns are surrounded by prehistoric natural cavities, 
hermitages and churches that give the opportunity to 
spend some time in the healthy green just relaxing during 
an alternative weekend. 

WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs   WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs  

Nero d’Arcole
The Nero d’ Arcole is 
a kind of wine strongly 
connected to the 
tradition of the territory 
where the red grapes 
are grown; it is made 
only from merlot and 
cabernet grapes.

Strada del Vino Arcole
c/o Casa del Vino - Vicolo Mattielli, 11 - 37038 Soave (VR)
tel. +39 045 7681578 - fax +39 045 6190306
consorzio@arcoledoc.com - www.arcoledoc.com 

Strada dei Vini dei Colli Berici
Piazza Garibaldi, 1 - 36045 Lonigo (VI)
tel. +39 0444 896598 - fax +39 0444 797231
info@stradavinicolliberici.it - www.stradavinicolliberici.it

Jewels of Colli Berici
Ruby red Tai, 
straw yellow Garganego,
italic Tocai, Sauvignon, 
White Pinot Chardonnay, Merlot, 
Cabernet and sparkling wine 
are the main wines of the 
Wine DoC Colli Berici. 
In addition there are Prosecco 
DoC, the DoC wines of Vicenza 
such as Grey Pinot, 
Cross White Manzoni, Raboso, 
Novello and the sparkling wines.
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Stradon del Vin Friularo
 

Starting from Padua the itinerary continues in the 
south direction through Conselve, until Bagnoli: this is 
the “Conselvana”, once upon a time known as “Stradon 
del vin Friularo”. The cultivation of wine in the bagno-
lese territory dates back to the Roman period and the 
autochthon grape produces a very particular wine, the 
Friularo wine. The cuisine of the territory comes from 
the origin and the traditions of the country life and en-
hances the matches between typical products and the 
Friularo wine. The local variety of gastronomic products 
includes the Variegated Radicchio of Castelfranco, the 
White Asparagus produced in Padua which is very dif-
fused in the Veneto Region, the American potatoes, the 
local cheese with the well known “pecorino” that is very 
appreciated by the gourmets and is available “fresh”, “ma-
ture” and also “imbriago” (drunken).

Activities in the area
The most impressive characteristic of this territory 

is the huge and quiet countryside that allows one to free 
his fantasy and imagine how difficult everyday life would 
be in the countryside during Middle Ages. Back to that 
period in the province of Padua there were almost 100 
castles with their own fortresses, walls and moats. Those 
who would like to feel the atmosphere of this ancient 
era can explore and discover the territory as a medie-
val knight would do by horse, or as a twentieth century 
man by bicycle across the fields and the rivers. In many 
villages of the area there are a lot of villas to visit, such as 
Villa Lazara and Villa Ca’ Sagredo in Conselve, Villa Nani 
in Monselice where there is also the Castle Ca’ Marcello, 
the Maldura Palace is a villa in Pernumia with an intere-
sting botanic park. The Widmann Villa is in the city centre 
of the village Bagnoli, where once upon a time there was 
a monastery of the “Holy Spirit” in the 14th century and 
where nowadays one can visit the ancient Benedictine 
wineries which are still in activity.

Veneto Region

Strada del vino Lessini Durello
 

The area of production of the Lessini Durello wine is 
very wide, completely set on hills and it is mainly compo-
sed of volcanic land that spreads over seven towns in the 
Verona province and nineteen in the Vicenza territory: 
they are called “the golden hills”.

The Lessini Durello DOC is the result of the mi-
xture of both the territory of production, the Lessini 
mountains and an ancient and hardy variety of grape vi-
nes, the Durella; these two essential characteristics add 
up to make this fantastic land rich of history and natural 
landscapes a rare and one of a kind location. The Lessini 
Durello Wine Road has as its main purpose to enhance 
its beauties and traditions. In addition to the fabulous 
wine, in the territory one can try other local products 
of an ancient tradition such as the “sopressa”, which is a 
kind of salami, the cherries, the chestnuts, olive oil, chee-
se, “bogoni” snails and typical dishes from the rural tradi-
tional life like the soaked bread called “pamojo”.

Activities in the area
In the Verona area the Regional Park of Lessinia do-

minates the land, and it is like being in heaven for tho-
se who love mountains and would like to discover the 
nature by trekking, mountain biking, horse riding or by 
cross-country skiing. The Museum of Bolca shows fossils 
from more than 50 million years ago. Bolca is also whe-
re the first fossil of ampelidee was found; these plants 
are considered to be the ancestors of the modern va-
riety of durella vines. Giazza is a village surrounded by 
nature where people still speak the ancient “cimbrian” 
language and there is also the Museum of the Zimbern 
which collects the history of the traditions and mores of 
our ancestors. In the province of Vicenza, in Montecchio 
Maggiore, the Scaligeri Castles date back to 1300. Few 
people know that the Villa Castle is known as the castle 
of Romeo Montecchi (Montague) and the Bellaguardia 
Castle as the house of Giulietta dei Capuleti (Capulets). 
Around the Vicenza area we must remember the Pal-
ladian Villas, part of the UNESCO world heritage sites. 
They are very luxurious and rich of artistic masterpieces 
such as the fresco paintings of Tiepolo at Villa Piovene.

Both the origin and the 
ethimology of the Friularo 
wine are unknown. 
Some suggest that the 
name and the grape 
come from the Friuli 
Region, others think both 
come from the Middle 
East and were imported 
in ancient times by Julius 
Caesar; another theory 
says that the name 
comes from the Latin 
“frius” (cold) because 
the Friulara grape, is 
harvested as tradition 
wants during the second 
half of November.

Stradon del Vin Friularo
Piazza Marconi, 63 - 35023 Bagnoli di Sopra (PD)
tel. +39 049 5380008 - fax +39 049 5380021
info@stradonvinfriularo.it - www.stradonvinfriularo.it 

Strada del Vino Lessini Durello
Vicolo A. Mattielli, 11 - 37038 Soave (VR)
tel. +39 045 7681578 - fax +39 045 6190306
consorzio@montilessini.com - www.montilessini.com

The Durella
The varietal of Durella is an 
autochthonous grape of the 
Lessinia area and it dates back 
to the prehistoric era
as proven by the discover
of the ampelidee fossil. 
The main characteristic
of the Durello wine
is its natural vocation
to the sparkling process.

WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs   WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs  
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Strada dei vini DoC
Lison-Pramaggiore
 

Two steps away from the city of Portogruaro and a 
few kilometres from Venice and the beaches of Bibione, 
Caorle and Jesolo, rises a territory where wine was ap-
preciated by the nobility of the Dogi dynasty and gave 
birth to the Roads of Wine. Between the rivers Taglia-
mento and Livenza the production of wines has registe-
red an important growth in quality terms thanks to the 
particular attention that the farmers and wine makers 
have given to organic productions and innovations of the 
methods of vinification and aging of wine in the wineries 
of the area.From the historical point of view the ter-
ritory presents many evidences from different periods 
such as the Romans, Longobards, the Middle Age and 
the Serenissima Republic ages. In the city of Portogruaro 
there are the ancient gates and the medieval town hall; in 
Caorle a magnificent Cathedral of the XI century arises 
and in Concordia Sagittaria one can visit the site of exca-
vation from the roman ages.

Activities in the area
Many events and exhibitions are organized in this ter-

ritory in order to promote the quality and the taste of 
the autochthone wines, mainly during summer in order 
to differentiate from a routine seaside/beach day, having 
the opportunity to visit the local wine cellars and taste 
local products and wines. The huge historical estate of 
the area starts from the Roman period as a meeting pla-
ce where the Via Postumia connecting Genova and Aqui-
leia meets the Via Annia that connected Aquileia with 
Adria. Julia Concordia, nowadays known as Concordia 
Sagittaria is located at the crossing of these two ancient 
roads and still preserves the evidences of that period.

The city centre of Sesto al Reghena, Annone and the 
well known Abbey of Summaga that present the tradi-
tion of wine production are witnesses of the Middle Age 
period. Dating back to year 1000, the appellative of the 
village Belfiore di Pramaggiore as “Vineyard of the Sere-
nissima Republic”.

Veneto Region

Strada dei vini
del Montello e Colli Asolani
 

From the mountain side of the Monte Grappa to the 
Montello, the production of wine is variegated and of 
high quality deep into a unique cultural scenario. Possa-
gno, the hometown of Antonio Canova, has a very rich 
gipsoteca (plaster casts gallery) and a temple. Asolo, the 
city of a hundred horizons, for this reason it is known 
as one of the most beautiful towns in Italy. Villa Barbaro 
in Maser is one of the masterworks of Palladio and this 
wonderful building will impress any kind of visitor. 

On the other side of Montello in the village Nervesa 
della Battaglia, there is a very interesting Military Memo-
rial and surely the amazing natural landscape will be the 
most impressive. The ways to access to Montello, also 
called “prese”, are numerated from 1 to 21 and they pass 
lengthwise through the territory. Here there are many 
forests of chestnuts, conifers, birches and aged oaks whi-
le in the brushwood one can find delicious mushrooms 
such as porcini and chiodini. To complete this gorgeous 
scenario from the mountain to the plain where vineyards 
of Cabernet, Merlot, Prosecco, Pinot and Chardonnay 
spread all over the territory and will be surely very ap-
preciated also by expert sommeliers.

Activities in the area
Known as the kingdom of mountain bikes with the 

“Montello bicycle ring and alternative paths”, the Mon-
tello territory also offers spectacular overviews, exciting 
dirt roads and challenging climbs demanded by sports-
men. Another peculiarity of this area of the Montello is 
the presence of over 60 natural caves of different sizes, 
from few meters to the 8 km of the “Underground Ca-
stle”. Many of these caves were used during World War 
One as refuges and stations and many still have the fortifi-
cation that made them function as bunkers. On the other 
side, where Asolo rises, the road offers many cultural at-
tractions such as the nice town of Asolo with the medie-
val fortress with the Monte Grappa as a background that 
was protagonist of many battles during World War One, 
and is now very interesting for those who like trekking, 
and the good cheese of the alpine huts.  

Delicious nectar
for any palate
The variety of DoC 
wines Lison-Pramaggiore 
is very rich, from white 
wines as Tocai Italico 
and Classic Lison, White, 
Grey Pinot and Verduzzo. 
To be recommended are 
also the Chardonnay, the 
Sauvignon, the Riesling 
and the Verduzzo Dolce. 
As for red wines of high 
quality the best are 
Merlot, Cabernet Franc 
and Sauvignon and of 
course the autochthone 
ones like Refosco
from Red Peduncolo
and the Malbech. 

Strada dei Vini DOC Lison-Pramaggiore
Via cav. di Vittorio Veneto, 13/B - 30020 Pramaggiore (VE)
tel. / fax +39 0421 200731
info@stradavini.it - www.stradavini.it

Strada del Vino del Montello e Colli Asolani
Via Cornuda, 1 - 31010 Maser (TV) 
tel. +39 0423 923003 - fax  +39 0423 923002 
info@stradamontellocolliasolani.it - www.stradamontellocolliasolani.it

Delicious nectar
for any palate 
An elegant Prosecco, with a 
lingering foam and a brilliant  
straw-yellow colour, matched 
with DoC Montello and Asolo 
hills, in the various forms of 
Red, White, Venegazzu, Merlot, 
Cabernet, Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay, 
White Pinot, Grey Pinot. The 
production comes from an 
autochthon varietal Vineyard 
Carmenere, Bianchetta and 
White Manzoni.

WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs   WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs  
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Strada dei Vini del Piave
 

Next to the beautiful and magic city of Venice is the 
beginning of an itinerary that combines both the ancient 
history with the wonderful architectural buildings of the 
past and the modern evidence of the World War One. 

The Piave Wine Road spreads over the plains and 
the rivers of the territory where the landscape is the 
evidence of the passion and expertise of the local count-
rymen. 

Agriculture and wine growing represent the tradition 
of this land full of treasures, and are the mean to make 
this territory even more attractive and known. 

From Oderzo to Roncade along the “vineyard of the 
Dogi”, then until Cimadolmo between the “Villas of the 
Venetians” and back to Oderzo along the river Piave, the 
Piave Wine Road runs into an itinerary that gives a “ri-
ver of emotions” among beautiful landscapes and ancient 
villages.

Activities in the area
Discover the signs and symbols that tell the stories of 

the Piave, an area that shared with its people moments 
of peace and war, famine and wealth, an invasion, and also 
the tradition of the people that have always been bound 
with this river. Visit ancient villas set as precious diamon-
ds in the landscape all over the plain of the Piave and in 
between the vineyards that also have their own beautiful 
wine production and wineries where one can taste the 
local products. The wines that come from the passion 
and the hard work of the producers can be more appre-
ciated by matching them with the various IGP products 
as the Red Radicchio of Treviso, the Variegated Radicchio 
of Castelfranco or the White Asparagus of Cimadolmo. 
Art, culture, nature, wine and gastronomy spread along 
this road keeping all the five senses alive and giving magic 
emotions.

Veneto Region

Strada del Prosecco e Vini dei 
Colli Conegliano Valdobbiadene
 

The hills of production of the Prosecco extends on 
6000 hectares from Vittorio Veneto through Conegliano 
up to Valdobbiadene, this wine is well known all over 
the world in its different versions, “sparkling”, “bubbly”, 
“quiet”.

In addiction to this wonderful scenario there are a 
lot of cultural riches from different time periods such 
as the times of the Feud of Collalto, the Museum of the 
Battle of Vittorio Veneto, the huge and magnificent Ca-
stelbrando in Cison di Valmarino and the Courtyard of 
the Abbey in Follina. Also from the naturalistic point of 
view the Prosecco and Colli Conegliano Valdobbiadene 
Wine Road gives a very suggestive and wonderful lan-
dscape where the vineyards spread all over the hills as 
precious and rare pearls, and at sunset, the sunlight gives 
them the colour of fire and then they cool off over the 
sweet water of the Revine Lake. 

Activities in the area
The Prosecco and Colli Conegliano Valdobbiadene 

Wine Road can offer rare and unique emotions disco-
vering the various itineraries by car, by bicycle, by feet 
or by horse. Walled towns, castles and abbeys will bring 
one back to Middle Ages as in a magic feud with knights 
and ladies. 

Flourishing and green in spring, fruity and plentiful in 
summer, unique in autumn for their magic colours, evoca-
tive in winter with the frost and the snow; in any season 
the vineyards of this territory can give the visitor a magic 
experience and can be appreciated as natural treasures 
resulting from the passion of hard workers. In spring the 
wine festival the “Docg Prosecco Spring” wakes up the 
nature from the winter and the hills get coloured and 
flavoured from Valdobbiadene to Conegliano; this event 
indicates the official debut of the wines of the last grape 
harvest. 

Ten vineyards for ten 
great DoC Wines
The great DoC wines 
on the Road of the 
Piave Wines are the 
well known and always 
appreciated Cabernet, 
the very exclusive 
Carmenere,
the aristocratic
Chardonnay, the Merlot,
the noble and ancient 
White Pinot, 
the Grey Pinot and 
the elegant Black Pinot, 
the Passito Raboso Piave, 
the original Tai and 
the mysterious
Verduzzo of Treviso.

Strada dei Vini del Piave 
c/o C.C.I.A.A. - Via Toniolo 12 - 31100 Treviso
tel. +39 0422 591277 - fax +39 0422 412625
info@ stradavinidelpiave.com - www.stradavinidelpiave.com

Strada del Prosecco e Vini dei
Colli Conegliano Valdobbiadene 
c/o Villa dei Cedri  - Via Piva, 89 - 31049 Valdobbiadene (TV)
tel. / fax +39 0423 974019
info@coneglianovaldobbiadene.it - www.coneglianovaldobbiadene.it

DoC wines culture and 
tradition-soaked
Prosecco sparkling, bubbly and 
quiet, but Prosecco and
Colli Conegliano Valdobbiadene 
Wine Road is not only about 
Prosecco.
Great is the flavoured Cartizze 
Superiore, a very high quality wine 
as the Passito Refrontolo DoC 
and the Torchiato of Fregona DoC, 
a passito wine that requires a very 
particular process of production. 
The “Colli of Conegliano DoC” 
white and red wine grapes are 
appreciated a lot and a glass of 
the native grape variety Verdiso 
IGT cannot be missed. 

WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs   WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs  
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Strada del Recioto e
dei Vini Gambellara DoC
 

Between Vicenza and Verona, where the Chiampo 
Valley rises, the vineyards have been present since be-
fore the year 1000, filling the hills with fragrant bunches 
of grapes. One thousand hectares, mostly hill, represent 
the “classic” area of production where the Garganega 
grapes, a typical varietal of western Veneto, are the main 
characteristics that produce the best quality white wines. 
Four towns of the DOC territory, Gambellara, Monte-
bello Vicentino, Montorso Vicentino and Zermeghedo, 
with more or less twenty wine cellars, form in this en-
circled area a sort of “wine park”, one of a kind that 
spreads in between two of the many cultural wonders of 
the Veneto region: Vicenza and Verona.

This territory will capture the visitors when explo-
ring it in an autumn day, the grapes become tasty little 
gems while in the air the smell of the delicious god’s 
nectar spreads among the landscape. 

Activities in the area
One of the most fascinating activities to do in the Re-

cioto and Gambellara DOC Wine Road is to walk around 
and wander among the vineyards and the wine cellars ad-
miring the changes of the beautiful landscapes during the 
seasons. In addition one can explore the magnificent cul-
tural beauties in these places, like the Maltraverso Castle 
in Montebello Vicentino and Villa da Porto in Montorso, 
one of the biggest villas of Veneto. The tradition says that 
the poet Luigi Da Porto who lived there was the one 
who wrote the story of Romeo and Juliet that would have 
been translated in one of the most famous tragedies and 
masterworks at the end of 1500 by Shakespeare. Sacred 
places that are very fascinating are the Church of San 
Michele in Zermeneghedo and the ancient Church of San 
Marco in Gambellara, both with a wonderful panoramic 
view.

Veneto Region

Strada del Riso Vialone Nano 
Veronese IGP
 

The Road of the Vialone Nano Veronese IGP Rice is 
an association whose main aim is to enhance and promo-
te the territory and its rice cultivation on the south west 
plain of the Verona province. The presence of rice fields 
in this area is a tradition that dates back to ancient times 
and it was continued thanks to the passion and expertise 
of the new generation of local “pilatori” (the locals who 
harvest the rice), who love their territory and want to 
keep this art alive. The Vialone Nano Rice was the first 
in Europe that gained the IGP certification (geographical 
protection) in July 1996. The Vialone Nano Rice can be 
considered the “King of Risotto” for its unique charac-
teristics and ability to absorb the sauces and keep the 
right cooking point, and it can be matched with meat, 
fish and any vegetable. The main receipt is the “Risotto 
all’Isolana” which is officially recognized and is protected 
with official records by the Mayor. 

Activities in the area
The territory offers much cultural sightseeing, one can 

choose between castles, villas, churches and museums. 
The Scaligeri evidence are remarkable in the castles of 
Isola della Scala, Sanguinetto and Nogarole Rocca. The 
Castle of Salizzole is built by two towers belonging to 
two different periods, the 12th and the 13th centuries. 

The rural courts and villas with fabulous paintings 
spread in various areas of the plains of southern Verona. 
They come alive during summer with international con-
certs of classical music. In the Museum of the rural life in 
Bonferraro di Sorgà the visitors can learn how country-
men used to live and how the farm work has evolved with 
its tools and machinery.

For those who would like to do some sport there 
are many itineraries that cross the plains, the rice fields 
and the cultivations and can be covered by feet, bicycle 
or horse.

The recioto wine:
an art to taste 
The Recioto wine is a 
particularly sweet wine 
that seems to have 
its origin in the era of 
Virgilio and Plinio the 
Elder. Its processing 
starts from the reaping 
of the Garganega grapes 
from the hillsides to 
the drying process of 
the grapes hung on the  
girders or on the fruit 
drying racks in airy 
granaries. other 
specialities the 
Gambellara Classic wine, 
the Gambellara Recioto 
Sparkling wine DoCG 
and the truly national 
pearl, a rare and almost 
impossible to find holy 
Wine of Gambellara. 

Strada del Recioto e dei Vini Gambellara DOC
Via Borgolecco, 2 - 36053 Gambellara (VI)
tel. / fax +39 0444 444183
stradadelrecioto@libero.it - www.stradadelrecioto.com

Strada del Riso Vialone Nano Veronese IGP 
Sede operativa: c/o Municipio di Isola della Scala  - Via Vittorio Veneto, 4
37063 Isola della Scala (VR) - tel. +39 045 7300089
Sede di rappresentanza: c/o Castello di Salizzole - Piazza Castello
37056 Salizzole (VR) - info@stradadelriso.it - www.stradadelriso.it

Vialone Nano
Veronese I.G.P. Rice
Resurgent river and springs 
stream water emerge in the rice 
fields of the veronese plain where 
the Vialone Nano Rice IGP is 
cultivated and these waters give 
the rice its purity and special 
characteristics. The rice comes 
from selected seeds of the 
japonica species of the variety 
Vialone Nano.

WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs   WIne anD tYPICaL FOOD rOaDs  
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Strada del Vino Soave
 

The Soave Wine Road is the ideal place to get to 
know the typical and tasty side of the territory. It has 120 
members, every one of them responds to high quality 
standards, and they are distributed in 13 villages on the 
hills of the eastern part of Verona. 

The evidence of grape wine of this territory dates 
back to ancient times and nowadays it is well known with 
the qualification of “Great Classic Italian White Wine”. 

In this rich territory one can find many other typical 
products with PDO quality certifications as the Monte 
Veronese Cheese, the organic extra virgin olive oil, the 
green peas of Colognola ai Colli with the particular kind 
“verdone nano”, the well known cherry “mora di Cazza-
no”, the chestnuts from the mountain Lessinia, the raw 
ham of Soave, the “soppressa veronese” and the Recioto 
grappa of Soave.

Activities in the area
Soave is a medieval village which develops upon a hill, 

encircled by the undamaged old walls of the city that con-
duct to the castle of the era of the Scaligeri family. In Cal-
diero, the ancient Roman Thermal Baths of Giunone are 
a nice place to relax during the sunny days of spring and 
summer seasons. In the hamlet Pieve of the village Colo-
gnola ai Colli a “must see” is the Roman Parish Church of 
Holy Mary, built where there was once a temple devoted 
to Mercury and then converted to Cristianity purposes 
during the Middle Ages.

An ancient and very well preserved castle dominates 
the village called Illasi, gathering various ancient villas of 
aristocratic families. Roncà is known for its Museum that 
collects the fossils of million of years ago that were found 
in this specific area, where now an itinerary has been cre-
ated to discover this ancient evidence. We also suggest 
to take a trip on the fabulous hills and vineyards of the 
territory to see the wonderful views and landscapes on 
foot, by bicycle, by motorbike or by horse.

Veneto Region

Strada del Vino e
dei Prodotti Tipici Terradeiforti
 

The valley of Terradeiforti is a pearl set between the 
regions of Veneto and Trentino, shaped by the glaciers 
of the quaternary era that were dug by the Adige ri-
ver which spreads from Monte Baldo and the Lessinia 
mountains and reaches the Trentino region. This area of 
the Adige valley has always been a communication pas-
sage between the Mediterranean world and the Alps, as 
the many castles and forts witness to. The territory has 
a long oenological tradition and the 12 wine cellars and 
the 800 producers of the Terradeiforti Road are motiva-
ted to certify that the  DOC “Terradeiforti” marks only 
the wines of high quality, produced with the grapes of the 
territory which are unique because of the climatic and 
ambient characteristics of the area. The area also boasts 
numerous typical products such as the white asparagus 
of Rivoli, the trout caught in the Adige, the fragrant bre-
adsticks, the delicious kiwis, the extra virgin olive oil, the 
chestnuts, the truffle from Monte Baldo, as well as the 
tasty cold cuts and the cheese made in the “malghe” (al-
pine huts) of the local mountains. 

Activities in the area
The Castle of Avio is one of the most evocative ca-

stles in the Trentino area and is located on one of the 
various hills that surround Sabbionara. 

This piece of land gives a lot of opportunities for tho-
se who like to spend their time outdoors with the fresh 
air, discovering the wild nature and marvellous landscapes, 
exploring the territory while doing some healthy sport. 

There are at disposal a lot of trekking paths in the iti-
neraries that spreads along the Lessini and Monte Baldo, 
mountain bike routes along the Adige river and canoeing 
and rafting for the most adventurous.

The Garganega grape
The Garganega is the 
autochthon varietal 
vineyard of the territory 
and in through the 
centuries it has found its 
own habitat in the soil of 
the Soave Wine Road’s 
hills, with its  volcanic 
characteristics. 
This particular grape 
has a hard and yellow 
skin and it is the fruit
of the Soave DoCG.

Strada del Vino Soave
Piazza Foro Boario, 1 - 37038 Soave (VR)
tel. +39 045 7681407 - fax +39 045 7681407
associazione@stradadelvinosoave.com - www.stradadelvinosoave.com

Strada del Vino e dei Prodotti Tipici Terradeiforti 
Via Dante, 14 - 38063 Avio (TN)
tel. +39 333 3194293 
info@terradeiforti.it - www.terradeiforti.it

Enantio, ambassador 
of Terradeiforti and Casetta, 
the varietal of tradition.

Enantio and Casetta are the ori-
ginal and autochthonous wines, 
symbols of  Terradeiforti. Both 
come from black grapes that are 
traditionally grown in this area of 
the Adige Valley.
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A route, three itineraries, thousands of emotions
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